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PARTING SHOT (P.138)
As a former Springbok
who now spends his days
as a rugby commentator,
Owen Nkumane is in the
ideal position to plot a
course forward for the
struggling Boks as they
prepare to take on the Home
Unions in an important
Grand Slam tour this month.
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OUR DESTINATIONS
Where we ﬂy

Need to know

Go to see

Make a date

Bloemfontein, as judicial
capital of SA, is home to the
Supreme Court of Appeal.

Naval Hill. This 200-hectare
park and botanical garden
offers great views.

The annual Rose Festival
in October attracts rose
enthusiasts from all over SA.

Cape Town

Cape Town is one of the
most multicultural and
diverse cities in the world.

The Victoria & Alfred
Waterfront. It’s SA’s mostvisited tourist attraction.

The annual minstrel festival,
known as Kaapse Klopse,
takes place on 2 January.

Durban

Durban is the biggest city
on the east coast of Africa
and has the busiest port.

The Victoria Embankment
or ‘Esplanade’. It’s home to
many tourist sites.

The Durban July Handicap
horse race is held annually
on the ﬁrst Saturday of July.

East London is formed
around the only river port
in South Africa.

The East London Museum.
On display is the world’s
only remaining dodo egg.

The Gonubie Christmas
Fair has gifts, accessories
and food aplenty.

Gaborone

The capital of Botswana is
named after Chief Gaborone
of the Batlokwa people.

Government Rest House.
Cecil John Rhodes planned
the Jameson Raid there.

Visit the annual international
trade fair Global Expo
Botswana in November.

George

George is the unofﬁcial
capital of the world-famous
Garden Route.

One or all of the many
hiking trails in the
Outeniqua Nature Reserve.

See the SA Sevens Rugby
Tournament in December at
Outeniqua Park.

Hoedspruit is the gateway
to private game reserves
west of the Kruger Park.

The prehistoric caves at
the Makapan Valley world
heritage site.

The Hoedspruit Airshow
and Game Festival takes
place in July every year.

Johannesburg has so
many trees that it could be
classiﬁed a forest.

Vilakazi Street, Soweto. Two
Nobel Prize winners have
lived here.

The Rand Show in April attracts 426 exhibitors and
175,000 visitors each year.

Kimberley was named after
Lord Kimberley, a former
British colonies minister.

The Big Hole. Dug by hand,
it was once one of SA’s
largest diamond mines.

The Gariep Arts Festival held
annually in Kimberley in
September.

Lubumbashi

Lubumbashi is the capital
of Katanga, the southernmost state of the DRC.

The archaeological and
ethnological National
Museum of Lubumbashi.

Independence Day
celebrations at the end of
June are spectacular.

Maputo

Maputo was known as
Lourenço Marques under
Portuguese rule.

Seafood and spice shops
at the capital’s massive
Municipal Market.

Dockenema documentary
ﬁlm festival takes place
in September.

Nelspruit was founded in
1905 by three Nel brothers
who farmed there.

The Lowveld Botanical
Garden. It’s home to more
than 600 plant species.

Mpumalanga Fashion
Week in September is a
whirl of stylish designs.

Port Elizabeth was founded
when 4,000 British settlers
arrived in 1820.

The elephants of the Addo
Elephant National Park
north of the city.

The Splash Festival over
Easter is the largest
watersports festival in SA.

Richards Bay is the gateway
to Zululand, a place of
exquisite beauty.

Huge Nile crocodiles and
hippos in the popular Lake
Mzingazi.

The Zululand Expo at the
end of September is a
premier business show.

Walvis Bay

Walvis Bay was part of SA
until 1994, when it was
transferred to Namibia.

The Walvis Bay Lagoon. It’s
an important wetland for
coastal birds.

Catch a Namibia
Premier League game at
Kuisebmund Stadium.

Windhoek

The Namibian capital is
characterised by German
colonial architecture.

The striking Christuskirche,
a Lutheran church dating
back to 1910.

Toast the city’s German
ancestry at the annual
Oktoberfest.

Bloemfontein

East London

Hoedspruit

Johannesburg

Kimberley

Nelspruit

Port Elizabeth

Richards Bay
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AEROPHOBIA
~ The fear of air.

There are lots of things to be scared of. Insurance needn’t be one of them.
At Alexander Forbes, we’ve learnt a thing or two over the years about putting motor and household
insurance-related fears to rest. We provide the widest cover with the least exclusions, and we give
you the option of an up-front discount on your premium when you sign up with us, which puts money
back into your pocket immediately. We also give each of our clients their own personal consultant
who deals exclusively with their policy and all matters pertaining to it. Simply, we make insuring as
effortless and as comprehensive as possible. Because we believe that while some fears in life might
need to be accepted, insurance-related fears are just irrational.
www.aﬁ.co.za

Tel: 0860 111 234

Your World is our World

Terms and Conditions Apply.
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[ Dileseng Koetle ]
dkoetle@ﬂyexpress.aero
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Editor
[ Piet van Niekerk ]

Piet.vanNiekerk@ink-publishing.com
TECHNOLOGY has become an

integral part of our fast-paced
environment. For seamless and
hassle-free communication in
our personal and business lives,
we all invest in the best possible
gadgets, PC’s and laptops, software
and latest smartphones. In fact,
mobile technology is one of the
most lucrative businesses of our
time. A large percentage of mobile
phone owners use smart phones
to manage their lives, effectively
saving time and energy.
It has even become the norm
to conduct business online, with
instant internet access for a quick
video conference call. What’s not
to love about technology? You can
virtually share an intimate moment
with family and friends and even
arrange your travel itinerary online.
Flyexpress.aero offers a
convenient experience where you
can select your seats and use the
pre-check-in facility without the
stress of waiting in long queues.
However, striking a balance
and tuning out from the buzz that
instantly connects you to your
business or wide social network is
important in remaining a sensory
human being. That’s why we,
at SA Express, are proud of our
business and the work that we do.
We ﬂy for you and connect you
to that all-important handshake

after successfully concluding a
lucrative business deal. We know
that nothing beats spending
quality time in the sunshine with
your family and loved ones.
As holiday time approaches, SA
Express extends its commitment
to connecting you with what’s real
in your life. While ensuring that
technology and the virtual world
works to your advantage, it is key
that you take the time to also turn
off the smartphone (or at least
put it on silent) and tune out to
reconnect to the source of your joy.
SA Express will ﬂy for you so that
you can relax when its time to.

Inati

Please feel free to send me your feedback at
ceo@ﬂyexpress.aero
Plan your holiday itinerary online. Go
to ﬂyexpress.aero to access a world
of great deals and packages now.

Pierre.deVilliers@ink-publishing.com
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Publishing Account Manager
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Production Managers
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Publishing Director [ Simon Leslie ]
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[ INDWE ]
is the Xhosa word for the blue crane,
the national bird of South Africa and
a symbol of independence.
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ON

WHISKY LIVE FESTIVAL
Cape Town International Convention Centre » 3-5 NOV
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg » 10-12 NOV
SOUTH AFRICANS love their Scotch.
Recent market research suggests South
Africa is the ﬁfth largest whisky market in
the world. No wonder then that the
Whisky Live Festival in Cape Town and
Johannesburg is the largest global
whisky and lifestyle event of its kind in the
world, attracting more than 15,000
whisky devotees annually.

On offer are workshops led by
international experts presenting a wide
variety of whiskies to be sampled, a
“sensory zone” for ﬁne foods and
whisky pairing, Dewar’s blending zones
for interactive blend tutorials and
learning how to use ﬂavour maps to
discover new tastes.
If you’re a collector, you could also

make a bid to purchase the oldest
bottled single malt whisky in the world
– the 70-year old Mortlach, which will
be auctioned at the festival, with all
proceeds going to the Foundation for
Alcohol Related Research.
You need to be over the age of 18 to
read the website listed below.
www.whiskylivefestival.co.za

RAID MAPUTO MARRACUENE
4X4 & MOTOS
Marracuene, Maputo, Mozambique » 10 NOV

Maputo an opportunity explore the northern outskirts of
the city by going off the beaten track. The off-roading is not
a speed race, nor is it a competition. It’s lazy day with family
and friends and an excuse to test your 4x4.
www.clubofmozambique.com/solutions1/events.php
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EVENTS
Varingfees
2010
Brackenfell High
School, Cape Town
» 5-7 NOV

All the well-known
Afrikaans artists
as well as many
more South African
musicians join in
for a weekend of
music entertainment. Also enjoy
food stalls and craft
markets with lots of
children’s shows and
entertainment.

www.varingfees.co.za

GLENDOWER BIRDS AND
FORESTS FESTIVAL
Glendower, Magoebaskloof,
Limpopo » 14-15 NOV

Magoebaskloof Mountain
Bike Challenge
Magoebaskloof
Hotel, Limpopo
Province
» 6-7 NOV

The Magoebaskloof region
has some of the
most spectacular
mountain bike
tracks in South
Africa. The
Magoebaskloof
Mountain Bike
Challenge consists
of two spectacular
routes through the
Magoebaskloof
Mountains: the
exhilarating
75-kilometre for the
experienced and an
easier 35-kilometre.
Both routes take
riders along logging
roads, ﬁrebreaks,
jeep tracks, single
track and a bit of
portage. All of this
through some of the
most picturesque
scenery South Africa
has to offer.

www.magoebaskloofclassic.org.za
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YOU DON’T need to be a tree hugger or an
eco warrior to celebrate the stunning
biodiversity of the Magoebaskloof region.
This area is the ﬂagship of the Greater
Limpopo birding routes, with an abundance
of bird species, trees, ﬁsh, frogs, mammals,
butterﬂies and reptiles.
Organised by Birdlife South Africa – and
sponsored by Glendower whisky – this
popular event on the South African birding
calendar is in its fourth year. There will be
talks by specialists such as Mark Anderson,
the director of Birdlife South Africa, André
Botha of the Endangered Wildlife Trust and

Derek Solomon, an expert birder and guide,
as well as outings into the various forests of
the area, such as the Afromontane forest of
Woodbush and Black Forest as well as the
riverine forests at Debengeni Falls and on
the upper Letaba.
Local bird guides and birders will
accompany the outings to ensure that no
birds, especially the black-fronted
bushshrike, Cape parrot, bat hawk and green
twinspot, are overlooked.
www.golimpopo.com

GLOBAL EXPO BOTSWANA
Fairgrounds, Gaborone » 17-20 NOV
LAST YEAR, Global Expo
Botswana attracted 160
exhibitors from 11 countries
and more than 5,000
visitors and business worth
$8.1m was conducted.
Organisers say that last year
was small compared with
what they have planned for

this year.
Themed “Building
Strategic Partnerships and
Opportunities Beyond the
Economic Crisis”, the expo
will explore new markets,
promote regional goods and
services, facilitate the
formation of joint ventures

and assist businesses in the
export of locally produced
goods or services.
www.globalexpo.co.bw
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THE WORLD OF
DOGS & CATS
PET EXHIBITION

EVE
EVENTS
EV
E
V
VENTS
E
ENTS
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N
NT
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TS

Good Hope Centre,
Cape Town » 19-21 NOV
FURRY, FEATHERY and cute creatures
– that’s what you’ll ﬁnd at the World of
Dogs & Cats Pet Exhibition, which
attracts pet lovers and professional
breeders from across southern Africa.
The main aim of the event is to expose
the public to pure-bred dogs and cats
and encourage responsible dog, cat and
pet ownership. The exhibition is divided
into several areas, such as a hall of cats,
hall of snakes and reptiles, hall of birds
and hall of ﬁsh. Each is designed to
inform and entertain the public.
Visitors can learn about the animals’
characteristics and behaviour,
healthcare, nutrition and training options.
Young children will particularly enjoy the
Canine Good Citizen and Agility and
Obedience shows.
www.dogscats.co.za

Joe
Jo
J
oe B
Barber
Ba
ar
arb
ber
be
er 5 –
School
Sch
Sc
S
cho
hool
oo
ol Cuts
Cut
C
uts
ts
s
Opera House, Port
Elizabeth » 8-14 NOV
It’s time once again
to take out your
old school uniforms
and pack your
toebroodjies. School
Cuts explores
all those familiar
stories from the
ﬁrst awkward day at
school to the highs
of sports day, your
ﬁrst school crush
and being sent to
the principal’s ofﬁce
for punishment,
sometimes with...
school cuts!

www.entertainmentafrica.co.za

Annie
Artscape Opera
House, Cape Town
» 13 NOV-5 DEC

You will know the
song “Tomorrow”
from this Tony
Award-winning
musical based on the
Harold Gray comic
strip “Little Orphan
Annie”, with music
by Charles Strouse,
lyrics by Martin
Charnin and book by
Thomas Meehan.

www.computicket.
com

Discovery
Cape Times
Big Walk
Various locations,
Cape Town » 14 NOV
Around 30,000
people join the
Discovery Cape
Times Big Walk
every year. Pick
your distance
(eight routes
from ﬁve to 80
kilometres) and
money
mo
mon
ey
y for
raise money
char
cha
arity
ity.
y.
charity.

ww
www.
w
ww
w.
b gwa
big
bigw
bigwa
wa
bigwalk.
cco.z
co
o.z
co.za
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FICKSBURG CHERRY FESTIVAL
Ficksburg » 18-20 NOV
IT STARTED as a small

agricultural festival back in
1969 but now the Ficksburg
Cherry Festival draws
20,000 visitors eager to
taste cherries and be festive.
You don’t have to believe us,
but this little town at the foot
of the Imperani Mountain in
the Free State produces 500

tonnes of cherries each year.
That’s about 95 per cent of
the entire South African
cherry harvest.
This festival is a
celebration of kicking cherry
juice in the eyes of the rest
of the country with cherry
picking and tasting
competitions, a fun run,

horse shows, ﬂower shows,
a carnival parade, a
ﬁreworks display and –
you’ve guessed it – a Mr
Cherry Pip and Miss Cherry
Blossom competition.
www.cherryfestival.co.za
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GOOD FOOD & WINE SHOW DURBAN
International Convention Centre, Durban » 25-28 NOV
WITH 12 years of experience under its belt,

Barr
Barry
Bar
Ba
rry
yH
Hilt
Hi
Hilton
ilto
ton
on
n–
Fresh
F
Fr
re
res
esh
sh
hC
Catch
Cat
Ca
atc
tch
h
Kal
Kalahari
K
ala
aha
ar Restaurant
and Theatre,
George » 17 NOV
Funnyman Barry
Hilton will reel
audiences in, hook,
line and sinker
with his Fresh
Catch show. Fans
are in for a real
treat as he chums
out his hilarious
impressions and
observations on
social, political
and family issues.
Barry’s passion of
ﬁshing and enjoying
the great outdoors
inspired the show’s
name and allows
for his quick-witted
“Throw me a line”
segment.

Southern Africa’s ﬁnest culinary expo offers
Durban gourmets, gourmands and good-life
devotees a great line-up of the ﬁnest
international and homegrown Michelinstarred chefs, such as Atul Kochhar and
Reza Mahammad, nine state-of-the-art
kitchen theatres and a host of unique
specialty shows.
Dedicated areas will offer visitors
everything from a cocktail arena to a coffee
“theatre”. Also experience the Spekko Rice

Eastern Mosaic Gourmet Gateway and a
Chefs in Action show by leading chefs.
An all-inclusive ticket gives you access to
live demonstrations, wine connoisseurs,
barista championships and more. You’ll be
watching magic, tasting heaven, and
learning from the masters of food, wine,
travel and lifestyle. Bring your friends and
family for the day to experience the latest
cutting-edge global trends and tastes. It’s
“food and fun” for everyone.
www.gourmetsa.com

www.computicket.
com

AR Rahman Jai
Ho World Tour
Sun City
Superbowl,
Johannesburg
» 20 NOV

Grand Arena,
GrandWest, Cape
Town » 24 NOV
Moses Mabhida
Stadium, Durban,
KwaZulu-Natal
» 26 NOV

Slumdog Millionaire
music composer
and renowned
Bollywood star
AR Rahman is in
South Africa to
commemorate the
150-year celebration
of the ﬁrst Indian
settlers in southern
Africa. Time named
Rahman the “Mozart
of Madras” and he
has a Golden Globe
and two Academy
Awards to show for
his efforts – which
is more than one
can say for Mozart.

www.arrahman.com
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CORONATION
DOUBLE CENTURY
Swellendam » 27 NOV
WHY ANYBODY would like to cycle 202
kilometres voluntarily is entirely up to them.
Why they would like to do it in the summer
heat of the Boland is way beyond us. At least
Swellendam is one of the most picturesque
locations in the world to torture yourself. The
race, presented by Fundamental, is now in
its 18th year, and gives cyclists 10 hours to

complete the course, which travels through
scenic areas such as Montagu and the
Tradouw Pass. Ride carefully.
www.coronationdc.co.za
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EVENTS

BERG & BUSH
Drakensberg » 6-7 NOV

Trevor Noah –
Scratch That!
The Fringe At
Joburg Theatre,
Johannesburg
» 23 NOV-5 DEC

Stand-up man
Trevor Noah
scratches where
angels and fools fear
to tread. As always,
comedy at its best.

www.computicket.
com

The Baby Expo
Coca-Cola Dome,
Johannesburg
» 25-27 NOV

There are four
editions of this
parenting expo
each year and you
can be sure the
kids will love the
return of Barney
and his friends.
Expect to see shows,
competitions,
product launches
and workshops.

www.thebabyexpo.co.za/

THE 2010 Berg & Bush is set to provide
riders with another event full of unique
experiences. Those who have taken part in
the event before would know that the
original venue has been the Winterton
Country Club. Since 2009, it’s been held at
the beautiful and picturesque Emseni Camp
on the banks of the Tugela River, only 20
minutes outside of Winterton.
You travel through privately owned
farmland and game farms. The route
varies every year, offering roughly 130
kilometres of challenging single-track,
leg-burning climbs and hair-raising
downhills through scenic mountain and
bushveld countryside.
The race route was created by Wintertonbased mountain biker and farmer Gary
Green and his team, who have a broad
knowledge of the area. The race promises to
be a route that is both challenging and
enjoyable for any rider of any skill level and
is held under the auspices of the Estcourt
Mountain Bike Club.
Roaming mechanics will once again be
present at this year’s event in their
infamous Berg and Bush kit, so any

mechanical problems en route will be
attending to by them. The race
ambassador’s concept will again be
implemented, with ﬁve of South Africa’s top
professional mountain bikers spreading
themselves out among the ﬁeld and
interacting with riders.
Supporters and families will again be well
looked after, with champagne breakfasts on
offer each day.
www.bergandbush.co.za

Toy Run
Ratanga Junction
on
» 28 NOV

Toy Run is the
mo
olargest charity motorcycling event in
It s
southern Africa. It’s
lly
lly
organised annually
t r
to
torby the Italian Motorub
cycle Owners Club
d
in Cape Town and
a
starts at Ratanga
ds
ds
Junction and ends
in Maynardville.
Thousands of
o
riders carry toys to
y
be distributed by
g
charities working
eged
ege
ged
ed
with underprivileged
ast,
as
ast
st,
children. In the past,
ys
up to 24,000 toys
te
ted
ed
have been collected
re
rea
reat
eatt
in one run. It’s great
to watch, too.

www.toyrun.co.zaa
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GARY PLAYER INVITATIONAL
Links Golf
G Course, Fancourt,
George » 18-21 NOV
SOUTH AF
AFRICA’S legendary

master Gary Player
golf maste
invitational to
hosts his own
o
money for the Player
raise mon
Foundation, the Red Cross
Foundatio
Memorial Children’s
War Mem
Hospital in Cape Town, the
Masizame Children’s Shelter
Sabine Plattner
and the S
Charities initiative.
African Ch
This invitational
is unique
inv
world in that it
in the wor

partners a top businessman,
a top celebrity, a regular tour
player and a champion’s
tour player in one team,
where all four will contribute
to the ﬁnal result. The team
recording the best score
over 36 holes will be
declared the winner and
receive R250,000.
http://garyplayerinvitational.
com
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CHILD’S PLAY
DIRECTOR DONOVAN MARSH EXPLAINS HOW HE BROUGHT POPULAR
COMING-OF-AGE NOVEL SPUD TO THE BIG SCREEN
WO RDS BY PIERRE DE V ILLIERS

FILM

HOW DO YOU squeeze an

iconic book into just 100
minutes of ﬁlm time? That’s the
conundrum director Donovan Marsh
faced, as he set about adapting
John van de Ruit’s coming-of-age
novel Spud for the big screen
“A 100-minute ﬁlm can only include
a fraction of what’s in the book,” says
Marsh. “So I had to be extremely
choosy, without loosing the essence
of the novel. The challenge wasn’t
so much in creating a fresh version,
but a version that worked as a ﬁlm
and remained true to the tone and
feel of the book. It was a tremendous
responsibility adapting such a popular
book that has obviously struck a
chord with South Africa at large.”
Set in the 1990s, Spud tells the
story of John “Spud” Milton (played
by Troye Sivan), a slight, 13-year-old
boy who struggles to get used to his
new surroundings after arriving at a
boarding school in KwaZulu-Natal.

There the youngster runs into some
colourful characters including fellow
pupils Rambo and Rainman, sexy drama
teacher Eve Wilson (Tanit Phoenix) and
foul-mouthed English teacher Mr Edly
(John Cleese). For Marsh, writing a great
screenplay was aided immeasurably
by the presence of Van de Ruit.
“John was very involved all through
the 20 or so drafts – giving me
feedback, adding dialogue and giving
me ideas,” the director says. “He was
incredibly supportive and ﬁlled me
with that John van de Ruit charm and
inspiration. He was simply wonderful.”
Also helping Marsh’s cause was some
spot-on casting, starting with the lead
role. “The ﬁlm lives and dies by the
quality of the actor playing Spud,” the
director points out. “He’s in every scene
and his ability to draw us in and make
us care is key to its success. Troye was
a revelation – incredibly talented with
an amazing singing voice. He lights up
the screen and brings an honesty and

intelligence to everything he does.”
Marsh also cherished working
with the most senior member of the
cast, screen legend John Cleese.
“John was nothing short of incredible,”
the director says. “Hard-working,
100 per cent committed, challenging
and a true professional. He helped
me improve his dialogue and never
allowed any false moments in his
scenes. In the end, he delivered a
powerful, nuanced performance that
I think will surprise many people.”
If Marsh’s ﬁlm does wow audiences,
a couple of big-screen sequels based
on the two other Spud books, are
a distinct possibility. The director,
though, is taking nothing for granted.
“The Spud sequel will depend on
the success of the ﬁrst ﬁlm,” he says.
“The bottom line is the South African
ﬁlm industry is only as healthy as its
ability to sustain itself, and that means
making successful and proﬁtable ﬁlms.”

Spud is on general release from 3 December
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GAMES

MUSIC
BON JOVI’S
GREATEST HITS:
THE ULTIMATE
COLLECTION
SUCH IS the popularity of

FEW GAMING franchises have

hit more speedbumps than
Driver. After a sensational
ﬁrst instalment in 1999 that
introduced the ability to
explore large environments
in cool cars, the series stalled
with the patchy Driver 2 and
completely lost its way with
the poorly-scripted Driv3r,
before making up some
lost ground with Parallel
Lines. With Driver: San
Francisco, developer Ubisoft,
tries to put the fast-paced
franchise back on track.

To that end, they return to
the series’ original storyline
featuring undercover cop
John Tanner and the bad
guy he’s been chasing
Charles Jericho. After a
head-on collision, Tanner
is left in hospital and
gamers get to experience
what his coma dreams are
like. It’s a novel approach
that’s enhanced buy some
appealing new features.
For starters there is ‘Shift’
which allows gamers to
move into another car to
continue a mission. The game
will also feature over 120
fully damageable licensed
vehicles including Alfa

Romeo, Aston Martin, Dodge
Challenger, Pagani Zonda
and the DeLorean DMC-12
with which you can tear up
335 km of San Francisco.
Driver: San Francisco
also features the series’
ﬁrst multiplayer mode
where, among other things,
players have to follow the
trail of an AI-controlled car.
Add the fact that the
Nintendo Wii version of the
game will feature a separate
storyline about Tanner’s
early years as a police ofﬁcer
and this might well be the
best Driver offering yet.
Driver: San Francisco (Ubisoft)
is out on 1 November

Bon Jovi’s
Greatest Hits:
The Ultimate
Collection is
out on 9
November

PHOTO GETTY

DRIVER:
SAN FRANCISCO
UBISOFT

Bon Jovi in South Africa,
local fans have launched
an online petition to try
and coax the New Jersey
rockers back to the
Republic for one of their
legendary live shows. Until
Jon, Richie, Tico and David
decide to make a trip to
the Rainbow Nation again,
this Greatest Hits album
will keep Jovi-heads happy.
A two-disc, 28-track
behemoth, The Ultimate
Collection spans Bon Jovi’s
entire career and features
hits like Livin’ On A Prayer,
You Give Love A Bad Name
and It’s My Life. The band
has also included fan
favourites Blood On Blood
and Born To Be My Baby
and new songs What Do You
Gott and No Apologies.

BOOKS
THE YEAR IN QUOTES: 2010
BY ANDREW DONALDSON AND MANDY ROSSOUW
JOURNALISTS Andrew
Donaldson and Mandy
Rossouw look back at a
truly extraordinary year
in the history of South
Africa with this collection
of memorable quotes.
Famous ﬁgures in the
spotlight include President

28

Jacob Zuma and Julius
Malema while everything
from the successful Soccer
World Cup and the economy
to foreign affairs and the ﬁght
against crime are covered.
In Donaldson and Rossouw
readers have two talented
writers to guide them through

the stories that made the
headlines. Donaldson was
until recently a senior writer
with the Sunday Times
while Rossouw is a senior
political journalist for the
Mail & Guardian newspaper.
The Year in Quotes: 2010 (Kwela
Books) is out on 2 November
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FRONT RUNNERS
GET FIT FOR SUMMER THE SMART WAY WITH SOME
NIFTY GADGETS AND ACCESSORIES
WORDS BY PHILIPPA VAN STRAATE N

Nike + iPod Sport Sensor
The next time you pound the pavements, grab your iPod and
take the Nike + iPod Sport Sensor with you. Music? Check.
Personal trainer? Check.
The iPod Sport Sensor allows you to track your run
and store the data in your iPod or iPhone to check
your progress. It’s small enough to ﬁt into the built-in
pocket in the insole of your pair of Nike+ trainers.
Once you’ve connected the receiver to your iPod
nano, iPod touch, iPhone 3GS or iPhone 4, the
sensor tracks your run, then sends the data to
your iPod or iPhone.
Set your favourite runs, and you’re off.
There are shortcuts to access preprogrammed routes to start your
favourite workouts quickly or select
new ones with time, distance or
calorie goals. Pick your favourite
playlist, hit shufﬂe, choose a song or
select the Nike-created sport music.
You can even program a PowerSong
to play when you need a burst of
instant motivation.
Price: R499.95
Get it from:
www.sportsmanswarehouse.co.za
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eSafari Sports Bottle
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twist to your
your
workout
w
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rkou
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ut (or
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y
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ou normal day) with
sports bottle and
t sc
this
compact
com
co
om
mp
pact
pa
actt sp
water-ﬁ
portable
port
po
ortab
rta
able
ble
e waterwat
wa
atter
er- ltration system.
The
Bottle offers
Th
T
h
he
e eSafari
e
eS
S
Saf
afa
fa
ari
rii Sports
S
you half a litre of
fresh drinking
water. Its built-in

ﬁlter destroys 99.95 per cent of
water-borne germs, bugs and
chemicals, and is good for up to
380 to 400 reﬁlls, which equates
to around six months.
H20 International South Africa
has been purifying water since
1994, and the company has grown

from having one outlet in Cape
Town to having 60 branches
throughout South Africa, and
franchises in Namibia, Botswana
and Mozambique.
Price: R350
Get it from: www.h20.co.za
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Garmin
Forerunner 305
5
Garmin is well known for
offering modern-day
explorers navigation
solutions, but it’s also
branched out into the
well-traversed world of
GPSs for runners, bikers
and walkers.
The comfortable and
easy to use Forerunner
305 is a powerhouse of
ﬁtness technology and
the best choice for athletes
of all experience and ﬁtness
levels. While this wrist-top
gadget won’t do the running
or walking for you, it will give
you a motivating exercise
partner, and with its seamless
ss
ss
transition between different
exercises, you won’t need to
adjust settings the next time
ey
yo
you
ou
u
participate in a triathlon.
The Forerunner will make su
sure
sur
ure
e you
you
yo
u
exercise within your optimal he
heart
heart-rate
earrt-r
-rat
rate
te
zones with its wireless heart-rate
-rate
ate monito
monitor
monitor.
or.
It also has customisable training
ning
n
ng m
modes
od
des

Kinect for Xbox 360
B
Become
partt off th
the action
ti with
ith th
the
soon-to-be-released Microsoft Kinect
for Xbox 360. This technology will
allow you to have a full workout in your
own lounge.
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and
and records your workouts so
an
you
y can track your
performance
and progress.
p
There is also an optional
Foot Pod accessory, which
gives you the added
advantage of being able
to keep a record of the
distances you cover and
the calories you burn.
It also offers a virtual
trainer and mapping
function, and you can
download marathon
schedules to it. You also
have access to different
charts and graphs to help
c
you get the lowdown on your
y
athletic performance in
llatest
lat
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more
m
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o detail.
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Compatible with the Xbox 360
console, Kinect uses a camera to
detect player body movements and
even discern them from any lazy
spectators in the background. The RGB
camera picks up 48 key joints in your
body and creates a three-dimensional
map. Kinect creates a hands-free
console through its microphone that
allows you to give voice commands.
You’ll never have to go outside again
to swing a racquet, throw a ball and run
laps. Kinect parallels all natural
physical movements in games, and you
can browse games’ menus by a mere
swipe of your hands. With face
detection, players can sign in

automatically just by standing in front
of the camera.
With a sports and personal-training
compendium, such as EA Sports Active
2 with Total Body Tracking, you get a
special heart-rate monitor that
provides constant monitoring and
allows you to track your progress.
Games to be released for Kinect
include aerobics and hip-hop dancing.
Kinect for Xbox 360 could very well
be your next (virtual) home gym.
Price: R1,999
Get it from: www.
incredibleconnection.co.za (with
branches in Botswana and Namibia)
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THE FRENCH CONNECTION
MEET THE CHEF WHO OFFERS A LESSON IN GALLIC FLAIR
WO RDS BY KIM M AXWELL

South
African chef Marlene van der
Westhuizen runs the Food
Studio cookery school in
Green Point, Cape Town,
and Bagatelle cookery
school in Charroux,
France. Inspired by French
ﬂavours and simple,
classic techniques,
she’s written numerous
bestselling cookbooks.

THE ACCLAIMED

What keeps you busy?
I’m a classically trained chef
and I’ve produced a few
cookbooks. I run the Food
Studio cookery school in
Green Point. Three times a
year, I host cooking holidays
in Charroux in the Auvergne.
Please explain the concept
of the Food Studio.
It’s a venue where we strive

to cook excellent food at
affordable prices. We offer
lunches or dinners for 10
to 22 guests – I pair my
dishes with wines on request
– or host small groups for
stress-free cooking classes.
How did you develop
the Food Studio?
We renovated a semidetached Victorian building in
2007. Upstairs, my open-plan
kitchen leads to a terrace
and dining area, plus guest
bedrooms and bathrooms.
It’s decorated with antique
pieces, plus some easygoing,
fun items. I love the antique
Murano chandelier I
found in an Italian shop
in St Germain in Paris.
We’ve heard tasty rumours
about dinners on offer.
We opened the Food Studio
for individual dinners every
Friday at eight, charging
R280pp for three courses.
It’s a set menu and people
can bring their own wine.
Booking is essential.
What can I eat there?
Comfortable “brasserie luxe”
food. Onion soup, coq au
vin, ossobuco, oxtail, tarte

tatin, orange pudding… All
served with bread on the
table while I cook with a
glass in hand! All recipes
are from my cookbooks,
such as Delectable,
Sumptuous, Lazy Lunches
and Decadent Dinners.
What’s involved at
your French school?
Guests stay with me at
Bagatelle, our home in
the medieval village of
Charroux. We shop at local
food markets, cook, walk
and cycle. During a weeklong experience, we might
browse for antiques at the
Sunday brocante, eat at
a local haunt, cook some
more and taste wines.
Which ingredients
are always in your
fridge or pantry?
Fresh eggs, full cream milk,
tomatoes and ripe brie.
What are your treasured
foodie collectables? I love
napkins… large antique ones.
I have more than is strictly
proper. And I have heaps of
silver and bone cutlery.

+27 (0) 21 433 2259
www.foodstudio.co.za
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The divine vines
of Durbanville
IN RECENT YEARS, Sauvignon

Blanc has become the crisp,
dry white drink of choice
when summer temperatures
soar. It’s a no brainer whether
you’re sipping a glass on a
deck with a view, catching
up on gossip with friends
over lunch, or reaching for
elegant liquid refreshment
at a beach or garden picnic.
We are spoilt with
sensational Cape Sauvignons
produced in areas such
as Stellenbosch, Darling,
Elim and Elgin. Durbanville
makes a strong case for
Sauvignon Blanc, too, as
it’s their signature white
grape cultivar. Every year,
the Durbanville Wine
Valley holds a Season
of Sauvignon festival in
September to ease into the
new Sauvignon vintages.
Durbanville is only 25
minutes’ drive from the
centre of Cape Town. With
12 wineries to choose from,
this scenic vineyard area is
small enough that you can
make a morning visit at two

or three cellars before lunch.
Wineries such as Durbanville
Hills, Hillcrest, Nitída
and Meerendal also have
restaurants on the premises.
I made a point of tasting
the 2010 line-up from the
Durbanville Wine Valley
and recommend these
showstoppers if you’re a
Sauvignon fan. Durbanville
Hills is the largest cellar
and it bottles Sauvignon
Blanc in a variety of quality
tiers. Its regular Sauvignon
Blanc is the best value at
R49, showing nettles and
minerality in the glass.
Bloemendal’s history
spans three generations
of winemaking. This farm
has established a following
for superb Sauvignon from
vineyards situated at 350
metres above sea level on
the south terrace. Its Suider
Terras Sauvignon Blanc
(R60) offers a delightfully
limey, zesty mouthful.
If lean grapefruit and
gooseberry ﬂavours are
what you’re after, Nitída

produces a zippy option at
R75. Hillcrest Sauvignon is
a strong contender for my
favourite at R70 – I love the
complexity, Cape gooseberry
ﬂavours and oily sensation
experienced after drinking
a few sips. De Grendel also
makes a smart wine boosted
by minerality and white peach

notes at R65 and Durbanville
Wine Valley newcomer
De Vallei kicks butt with
sweetly appealing kiwi fruit
ﬂavours in an easydrinking
style (R60). Whichever way
you look at it, you can’t
go wrong with Durbanville
Sauvignon in 2010.

www.durbanvillewine.co.za

WORTH THE DRIVE
You’ve likely heard
about Webersburg
wines, or its topnotch Stellenbosch
venue, which
has hosted the
weddings of
local celebrities
and sporting
heroes. What
isn’t widespread
knowledge is the
luxurious stay-

36

over experience
afforded to
leisure travellers
at Webersburg
Guesthouse.
Situated on prime
winelands real
estate, the historic
guesthouse offers
dramatic mountain
and vineyard
vistas. Check in to
experience ﬁve-star

accommodation in
the immaculately
restored Cape
Dutch manor house
or Jonkershuis.
King-size beds
and air conditioning
are standard,
as is breakfast.
The elegant
decor features
touches such as
ﬂoral drapes and

antiques evoking
an early Cape
Dutch aura.
There’s a pool
and tennis courts
and a nearby golf
course. Local wine
tasting is another
attraction.
Each double suite
in the Jonkershuis
has a patio with
lush views and a

kitchenette. The
manor house has
ﬁve elegant en
suite rooms with
thatched roofs and
ceiling beams. Two
of South Africa’s
top restaurants,
Rust en Vrede and
Overture, are just
down the road.
+27 (0) 21 881 3636
www.webersburg.co.za
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Simply strolling the
grounds does wonders
for your mood

A HISTORIC HAVEN
THE SUPREMELY RELAXING STEENBERG HOTEL HAS
A RICH HERITAGE, FINDS PIERRE DE VILLIERS
IN A dimly lit spa at the
Steenberg Hotel in the
Constantia Valley, a
masseuse with the upperbody strength of a Springbok
ﬂanker is working her way up
and down my back. As the
knots in my shoulders are
dislodged by strategically
placed hot stones, any stress
picked up in heaving Cape
Town 20 minutes down the
road quickly evaporates.
Clearly, those who come

to this historic, ﬁve-star
hotel looking to unwind
are in very good hands.
Getting hot-stoned at a
world-class spa is, I quickly
ﬁnd out, just one of the ways
to decompress at Steenberg.
Simply strolling around the
peaceful grounds of the
hotel, which is situated on
the foothills of the gorgeous
Stone Mountains, does
wonders for your mood.
Despite the proximity of Cape

Town, the only sound you
can hear is the occasional
mournful cry of a hadeda.
One of the charming
managers (the service was
uniformly excellent) joins
me on a walk through the
hotel’s immaculately kept
gardens and explains the
history of Steenberg Hotel
and wine farm. The land
once belonged to Catharina
Ras, a celebrated ﬁrebrand
who landed in the Cape

in 1662 and charmed the
breeches off Simon van der
Stel. It was the “Widow Ras”
who, from 1682 onwards,
built the beautiful manor
house, barn house and
original wine cellar – national
monuments that now make
up Steenberg Hotel.
By the mid-18th century,
Steenberg was providing
provisions for the Dutch East
India Company ﬂeet and
offered weary souls making a
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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round trip from Table Bay and
Simon’s Bay an opportunity
to stay the night, put their
feet up and chill for a while.
Today, the accommodation
is decidedly fancier, of
course. My spacious,
tastefully decorated suite has
two TVs, a four-poster bed,
an ultra-modern bathroom
and heated ﬂooring. The
real selling point, though, is
a patio that looks out over

an 18-hole golf course
and the Stone Mountains.
The mellow mood at the
hotel continues at its
much-vaunted restaurant,
Catharina’s (housed in the
original wine cellars), where,
in front of a roaring ﬁre, Karoo
lamb, soft shell crab and
caramelised king scallops
are washed down with a large
selection of Steenberg wines.
I take a 10-minute walk

through vineyards and past
Eduardo Villa sculptures, to
the Steenberg winery – a
slick, sophisticated building
with water features and a
mountain backdrop that
looks a bit like a Bond villain
lair. No sooner do I plonk
myself down on a couch
than I’m staring at a glass
and redundant spittoon
while expert Nadah takes

me on a tastebud trip of
Steenberg’s ﬁnest wines.
“This one is the opposite of
a woman – intriguing but not
complicated,” she explains
with a chuckle as I sip and
swirl. Much like the hotel
itself, Steenberg wine soon
leaves me feeling completely
and utterly relaxed.

C O N TA C T D E TA I L S
n
10802 Steenberg Estate, Tokai Road, Constantia Valley, Cape Town
+27 (0) 21 713 2222
www.steenberghotel.com
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SOUTH AFRICAN
SURFING CHAMPION
HEATHER CLARK
PROMOTES THE
SOUTH COAST

With Summer here, whats the best clean and
healthy way to spend it???
On the beach!
Come and join in for some fun surf lessons with
me and enjoy the South Coast!
Heather Clark
HEAD OFFICE

039 682 7944

www.tourismsouthcoast.co.za

No.62152 South Coast.indd 1

+27 39-976-1364
+27 39-699-3203
+27 39-682-2455
+27 39-687-7561

Shelly Centre
Margate
Southbroom
Port Edward (Munster)

Scenic Tours of our Cultural Hinterland
2 of the Worlds Top 10 Dive Sites

VISITOR INFORMATION CENTRES:
Scottburgh
Hibberdene
Port Shepstone
Ezinqoleni (Oribi Gorge)

Discover Africas South Coast!

4 Magnificent Blue Flag Beaches

+27 39-315-7065
+27 39-312-2322
+27 39-316-6139
+27 39-319-1193

11 conveniently situated Golf Courses and
14 inspirational Guided Birding Routes
and the most perfect Winter Climate!
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UPS AND DOWNS
WHETHER IT’S JUMPING FROM 216 METRES,
CRAWLING INTO A MOUNTAIN OR HIGH OVER
ITS RIDGES, SOUTHERN AFRICA OFFERS
ADVENTURES HIGH AND LOW
WO R DS BY BEN N IE V ISS ER

ILLUSTRATION GARY NEILL

Bloukrans Bridge
Bungee-Jumping
Operators of the Bloukrans Bridge
bungee-jump warn of some side
effects that last from days to months.
These common side effects include
phenomena known as “post-jump grin”
and “post-jump adrenalin high”. The
Bloukrans offers the highest bungeejump in the world from a platform
underneath the N2 bridge. It’s a scary
216 metres above the river below.
No experience is required. Gravity will
take care of everything, as long as you’re
prepared to leap into mid-air. The jumper
will rapidly accelerate towards the river
before the elastic bungee cord gently
tugs on your ankles and slows you down.

BLOUKRANS BRIDGE

One jump costs
R650 per person,
while a bridge tour
is R100. Bloukrans
Bridge is 100
kilometres east of
George on the N2.

In the 1950s, David Attenborough
and a ﬁlm crew obtained footage of
young men on the island of Vanuatu in
the South Paciﬁc who jumped off high
wooden platforms with vines attached
to their ankles. These jumps were done
to demonstrate their manhood and
courage. Modern bungee-jumping,
as it is known today, started in 1979
from the Clifton Suspension Bridge
in England by members of the Oxford
University Dangerous Sports Club.
Face Adrenalin are the operators of the
bungee experience at Bloukrans Bridge.
It claims a 100 per cent safety record
and says the equipment is of the highest
international standard, while highly
trained and experienced staff take care
of the visitors’ experience of a lifetime.
The operator now offers bungeejumping as well as bridge tours for
those who want a little less adrenalin
ﬂowing through their veins.
Bungee is not recommended for
people living with acrophobia (fear
of heights). Pregnant women and
people with high blood pressure, heart
conditions, neurological disorders,
epilepsy, acute or chronic knee or back
injuries, osteoporosis and any skeletal
conditions may want to opt for the bridge
tour instead of the bungee experience.

Regular jumping
at the Bloukrans
Bridge started in
1997 after similar
jumps earlier at the
Gouritz Bridge.

Face Adrenalin
● +27 (0) 42 281
1458
● info@
faceadrenalin.com
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ILLUSTRATION GARY NEILL

Drakensberg Hiking
The Drakensberg mountain range
stretches about 1,000 kilometres across
South Africa and it has been luring
adventure-seekers, pioneers, nature
lovers, romantic lovers, scientists,
geologists and climbers for centuries.
The beauty of the range, also known as
“the Berg”, is not restricted to those with
serious climbing equipment and skill – it
offers countless hiking opportunities
through its entire vast stretch.
These can include hikes where visitors
feel the fresh breeze on the face for
several days and sleeping either in the
veld, campsites or bungalows, to a couple
of hours or shorter. City dwellers can
indulge in the smell of ferns combined
with that of a crisp and cool mountain
stream, as well as a mischievous skinny-

DRAKENSBERG

To pick a hiking trail
ideal for you, look
at the online map at
www.drakensbergtourist-map.com
and follow the link to
the hiking trails.

dip to unclutter the mind before returning
to the hotel room, campsite or city.
Large parts of the Berg are prone
to snow falls, heavy at times, during
winter months, and care should
be taken against rapidly changing
weather conditions. Even in summer,
walks through pretty, rolling hills or
at the foot of dramatic cliffs can be
interrupted by violent thunderstorms
that seemingly appear out of nowhere.
That’s why essential planning should
not only include good-quality and
comfortable hiking boots, but also
arrangements to let someone with a good
measure of responsibility know about
your intended route and ETA. A healthy
dose of common sense won’t hurt, either,
and there is no real substitute for local
knowledge, so don’t be afraid to ask.

The Drakensberg
is easily accessible
from SA Express
destinations
East London,
Bloemfontein and
especially Durban.

Drakensberg
Tourism
● +27 (0) 51 924
0585
● cdta@futurenet.
co.za
● www.drakensbergtourism.com
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Cango Caves
One cannot help but wonder whether
the full extent of the awe-inspiring
caves deep under the arid Klein Karoo
mountain landscape has already been
discovered. Any visitor will be forgiven
for suspecting that there are many more
undiscovered chambers and alleys that
are part of the Cango Caves system.
Researchers say humans have known
about the caves since the early Stone
Age, two million years ago. Until 1972, the
deepest people have been into the caves
was about three-quarters of a kilometre,
before a narrow passage was broken out.
This allowed access to what is now known
as “Cango II”, and three years later, using
what used to be an old underground
water vein, “Cango III” was discovered.
The Cango Caves are at least four
kilometres deep into the Swartberg
Mountains near Oudtshoorn. Regular
visitors are only allowed to probe about

CANGO CAVES

Standard tours cost
R64 per adult and
R32 for children and
last an hour. The
adventure tour is
R80 per adult and
R52 per child.

one kilometre deep on guided tours.
There are two tours – standard and
adventure. Entering the Cango Caves on
the standard tour, the visitor is greeted
by an immediate drop in temperature
(it gets to more than 40 degrees C
outside in summer months), notable
humidity and a distinct cave smell.
It doesn’t take long before the
magniﬁcent Van Zyl’s Hall is reached. At
90 metres, its length is almost that of a
rugby ﬁeld: it’s 50 metres wide and the
cavity’s roof is between 14 and 18 metres
high. Ancient stalactites and stalagmites
adorn the hall. These have been formed
over 250,000 to 500,000 years by
drops of water, as they deposited their
tiny load of dissolved natural chemicals
from either the source of the drop at the
top or where it lands at the bottom. The
thought of some 100 metres of solid
limestone above the roof of Van Zyl’s
Hall sends a tingle down the spine.
A wide passage leads to another
smaller chamber, known as Botha’s
Hall. The formations inside the caves
have been given names by earlier
generations, including the “Leaning
Tower of Pisa” and “Devil’s Kitchen”.
The standard tour ends about 500
metres deep on a fairly level ﬂoor,
and that is where the adventure tour
starts. Visitors must, from the end of
the standard tour, descend some 200
steps down the man-made Jacob’s
Ladder into the deeper conﬁnes of the
mountain. From there, they proceed
up and down alleys and tunnels and
through chambers, including the
narrow Lumbago Alley of 85 metres
and the “Tunnel of Love”, which is
between 30 and 75 centimetres high.

The Cango Caves
are 29 kilometres
from Oudtshoorn,
which is, in turn,
about 60 kilometres
north-west of
George.

Cango Caves
● +27 (0) 44 272
7410
● reservations@
cangocaves.co.za
● www.cangocaves.
co.za
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CONSERVATION IN FOCUS
FARMER TURNED PHOTOGRAPHER WICUS LEEUWNER IS COMMITTED
TO THE CONSERVATION OF SOUTH AFRICA’S NATIONAL BIRD, THE
BLUE CRANE – OR AS WE KNOW IT, THE INDWE
PHOTOGRAPHY KINA JOUBERT/JJ VAN HEERDEN

WO R DS BY KATHERIN E GRA HA M

“I BELIEVE you can’t live
without a passion in life,”
says Wicus Leeuwner, a
simple statement which
underscores his twin loves
of nature and photography.
Leeuwner is well-known for
the uncanny photographs of
the Western Cape’s Overberg
region, from windswept

wheat ﬁelds set against
azure skies to virgin green
grass freckled with sheep.
At 62, he considers
himself retired, but there’s
no rest for a person who has
dedicated the past 17 years
to the conservation of South
Africa’s national bird, the blue
crane. But before Leeuwner

became a conservationist, he
fell in love with photography.
The interest was sparked
when he became friends with
the photographers Peter
Steyn and Nico Myburgh.
“Both are keen birders and
wildlife photographers,”
Leeuwner says. “They were
my inspiration. I remember

a trip I did once with Nico
to the Tanqua River in the
Karoo. We went all that way
to take pictures of a martial
eagle that was nesting
on a telephone pole.”
But it was only when
he met Ann Scott, who
championed the cause
of the blue crane in the
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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Nests
weren’t being
protected

LEEUWNER HAS BEEN
RAISING AWARENESS
OF THE BLUE CRANE FOR
17 YEARS

HE’S TAKEN MANY
WELL-KNOWN
PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE
OVERBERG MOUNTAINS

Western Cape 17 years
ago, that his efforts as a
conservationist truly began.
“Ann Scott is the mother of
the blue crane. I ﬁrst met
her when she worked for
Cape Nature Conservation
and she inspired me to
became involved with the
Overberg Crane Group.”
As a dairy farmer,
Leeuwner was able to
mobilise other farmers in the
area to implement strategies
to protect the elegant

50

endangered bird. “Before
we started the campaign,
many farm workers used
poison to kill the birds
in order to eat them,” he
says. “Their nests weren’t
being protected and their
numbers were dwindling.”
As the awareness
campaign he spearheaded
gained momentum, the
tide slowly started to turn
with farm workers keen
to take responsibility for
the birds. “Farm workers

COUNTING
CRANES
The blue crane
population in
the Overberg
is measured by
the bi-annual
coordinated
avifaunal
roadcount
(CAR).
Farmers,
birders and
educators
follow ﬁxed
routes through
agricultural
lands to monitor
numbers.
According to
the CAR, there
were 47 blue
cranes per 100
kilometres in
the Overberg
17 years ago
compared with
186 birds per
100 kilometres
today.

www.bluecrane.
org.za

now mark their nests with
stone cairns and make sure
their eggs aren’t trampled
during harvest time.”
Thanks to their efforts,
the number of blue cranes
in the Western Cape has
swelled from 600 in 1990
to 12,000 today – a
remarkable achievement
if you consider that the
turnaround has happened
in a man-made environment
of stubble ﬁelds and
dryland pastures.
Three years ago, Leeuwner
and his wife, Hanlie, sold
their dairy business and
moved to their holiday home
in Hermanus, where he
gets to indulge in another
favourite pastime – shell
collecting. But his passion
for the blue crane has not
waned. He continues to use
his photography business
to raise awareness of the
beauty of these birds.
And his inspiration
continues to come from
photography. His onetime mentor, Canadian
photographer Freeman
Patterson, taught him a
unique way of looking at
life. “He taught me that
the camera looks both
ways – it looks at the
outside world, but it also
reﬂects the inner world
of the photographer.”
Evidently a world
dedicated to nature and the
conservation of the indwe.
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Donald Greig Gallery & Foundry, West Quay Rd, V & A , Cape Town
Tel + 27 21 418 0003 | e-mail greig@intekom.co.za | www.donaldgreig.com
also available at

Charles Greig Jewellers
+ 27 11 783 2714
+ 27 14 557 3224

M&CSA/INDIWE/356/E

V & A Shopping Centre C. T. Tel + 27 21 418 4515 | Sandton City
Hyde Park Shopping Centre + 27 11 325 4477 | The Palace, Sun City
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PHO
OENIX
RISIING
SOUTH AFRICAN SUPERMODEL
TANIT PHOENIX IS FAST BECOMING
HOLLYWOOD HOT PROPERTY
WO RDS BY PIE RRE DE VIL L IERS
PH OTO GRAPH Y BY KATIA L E KARSKI
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“I TRY to do something everyday that
scares me,” says Tanit Phoenix as she
runs Indwe through a long list of her
thrill-seeking hobbies. There’s bungeejumping, sky-diving, mountain-biking,
scuba diving and kick boxing. Oh, and
she likes spending time in the bush
getting close to lions and elephants.
“I have no fear of dying,” the actress
shrugs. “My father was a champion
skydiver and I grew up in airplanes.
When I was seven they used to tie my
foot up inside the plane so I wouldn’t
leap out after him! I’ve always believed
life is to be lived and you have to
enjoy these moments of pure passion.
I mean, don’t be foolish and don’t
laugh in the face of danger, but don’t
be afraid to try something new. You
grow from the experience, you become
wiser and more attune to the world.”
Over the past few years, Phoenix has
shown the same adventurous spirit
in her career choices as she displays
during her down time. Throwing
herself into roles wholeheartedly,
the 26-year-old actress has, since
2005, tackled comedies, action ﬁlms,
dramas and horror movies opposite
the likes of Nicolas Cage, Wesley
Snipes, Sean Bean, Jared Leto, John
Cleese and Ethan Hawke. Her march
toward global stardom continues next
month with an eye-catching role in
Spud, the adaptation of John van de
Ruit’s popular coming-of-age novel.
Set in a KwaZulu-Natal boarding
school during the 1990s, the ﬁlm
follows the misadventures of ‘Spud’
Milton, a diminutive 13-year-old who
is coming to terms with his strange
new environment. Phoenix plays
Eve Wilson, a free-spirited drama
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PHOTO WILL GRAHAM

ANIMAL
INSTINCTS
Tanit Phoenix has
built up a reputation
as someone with
an uncanny ability
to communicate
with wild animals.
“I am very intuitive,
something that
comes from being
raised by my mother
and grandmother
who are the same
– they are very
involved in animals
and nature too,”
explains the actress,
who supports several
charities including
the Guide-Dogs
Association, Touch
a Monkey’s Heart
foundation and the
Save the Elephant
foundation.
“When I started
working closely with
wild animals - African
and Asian Elephants,
lions and cheetahs
– I started to open
myself up to my
intuition and found
I could feel what the
animals were feeling
– from distress
to playfulness.
“Even while in
the Kruger
surrounded by herds
of elephants I could
feel they could feel
me, my energy. As
soon as someone
in our group started
to disrespect them
by lighting up a
cigarette or making
a noise, the elephant
would send a signal
back. I picked it up
and immediately
asked that everyone
stop and feel what’s
happening.”

teacher who captivates the pupils.
“I had fun with her character and
felt that she needed to have a way
about her that intrigues the boys,” the
actress explains. “Donovan Marsh,
the director wanted a sexier version
of Eve for the ﬁlm. He asked that I
use my own intuition, and play with
the character. There were no strict

guidelines. I felt she needed to have a
sense of what these boys were about
and be their friend, more than what a
teacher would be. Obviously she is a
free spirited sensual woman but she
also has a mischievous side to her.”
Phoenix found the ﬁlm’s shoot to
be a learning experience, especially
with a screen veteran like John

Cleese – who plays eccentric English
teacher Mr ‘The Guv’ Edly – on set.
“He truly is a wonderful man,”
she smiles. “He asked me my name
once and then started to call me
Phoenix. I learnt from him that with
elegance and grace you can keep
yourself held together when working
such late hours – especially with so
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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the best way to see Cape Town
R10 Discount
on 1-Day Valid
Ticket on
receipt
of your
boarding pass
Cannot be used in conjunction with
any other discounts on offer.

Red City Tour via Table Mountain
or
Blue Mini Peninsula Tour via Kirstenbosch Gardens
• Regular departures every day from 09h00
• No need to book
Tickets available:
• Online at www.citysightseeing.co.za (discounted)
• On the bus, from the driver
• At the main Ticket Office: Stop 1 outside the
Two Oceans Aquarium, V&A Waterfront

WE KNOW through
our worldwide
experience in in-ﬂight
media that there is no
better way to reach
your target than in the
captive, clutter free
environment of an
aeroplane.
If you put the right
publication in front
of them, and include
the right advertising
messages you are
going to stimulate
business. Fact.
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many people bustling around you.
Everyone works so hard to create a
ﬁlm, there is no need for extra drama.”
Despite her passion for acting,
Phoenix was not the sort of child
who dreamt about stepping in
front of the cameras. Growing
up in Durban, she was obsessed
with different kinds of stars.
“I wanted to be an astronaut
from a very young age,” the actress
says with a chuckle. “I have a very
inquisitive mind and a seriously wild
imagination. So, naturally I wanted
to travel space in search of other
worlds and the possibility of other
life in the universe fascinated me.”
Phoenix settled for travelling
through other countries thanks
to a very successful stint as a
model, fronting campaigns for
American Swiss Jewellery, Nivea
and Alberto VO5 among others.
“I was a very shy girl growing up,
but with my hidden desire for self
expression, it did not take me long to
get into modelling,” she points out.
“Then my passion for travel took
over. Travelling the world was such
an eye opener. The best thing about
modelling is that I have gained an

THE BEST THING ABOUT DOING MODELLING IS
THAT I HAVE GAINED INSIGHT INTO THE WORLD
PHOENIX CAPTIVATES PUPILS
AS DRAMA TEACHER EVE
WILSON IN SPUD

insight into the world, from the most
wealthy to the most impoverished.
The opportunity to gain wisdom
is out there, just open your heart
and mind and be grateful for the
experiences bestowed upon you.
I have seen so much, I feel like I
have already lived a full life.”
It was while modelling
in Paris that Phoenix was
discovered by a talent scout.
“I was stopped by a passerby on
the street and the man suggested I
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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audition for a ﬁlm called Alexander
the Great,” she recalls. “At that stage I
had never taken an acting class, and it
suddenly struck me that this is what I
want to do. So I took his advice, rocked
up at the audition, with absolutely
no experience and later found out I
had cast for the role that Angelina
Jolie played. It was exhilarating. I
then made it my mission to expand
my knowledge of acting.”
Phoenix, who now divides her
time between Los Angeles and South
Africa, started her acting career
opposite Nicolas Cage in drama Lord
of War before moving on to horror

recent ﬁlm,” she explains. “I play
a British spy and I’m very excited
about this project. We start shooting
next year. I am sent scripts all the
time, I really love my work and one
day hope to be seen as SA’s greatest
actress, alongside Charlize Theron.”
The fact that Phoenix has moved
from modelling to a successful ﬁlm
career makes comparisons with
South Africa’s Oscar-winning golden
girl inevitable. And it comes as little
surprise that the rising star sees
Charlize Theron as a role model.
“There is only one Charlize and
she has very big shoes to ﬁll,” says

Phoenix. “I admire her creative
passion and drive when it comes to
creating her characters and the ease
of becoming them on screen. My
daily motto is to let go of all my fears,
delving deep into your own psyche
where you keep emotion hidden
from the world and allow it to ﬂow
to the surface. To not be afraid to
use past experiences in your acting
work, and like in therapy, just let it all
out. I want to make the audience so
enraptured in my performance that
they carry that feeling with them for
a lifetime. That is the real thrill.”
Spud is on general release from 3 December.

I ONE DAY HOPE TO BE SEEN AS SA’S GREATEST
ACTRESS ALONGSIDE CHARLIZE THERON
ﬁlms Gallowwalker and Lost Boys:
The Thirst. In addition to ﬁlming
Spud she has also been working
on action sequel Death Race 2.
“It was a very intense role as it was
really my ﬁrst opportunity to play lead
in such a huge Hollywood production,”
Phoenix says. “I played opposite Sean
Bean, Ving Rhames, Luke Goss and
Danny Trejo as a military sniper who
is sent to jail for killing her superior
ofﬁcer. In the last scenes of the ﬁlm,
my love interest is burnt alive in a
car accident and I have never put so
much of myself out there before, with
so much emotion in front of so many
people. We shot the scene a few times,
and it was exhausting, intense and
scary – and so very fulﬁlling. I am very
proud of myself. The head of Universal
Studios came to me after seeing the
scene and told me the studio is thrilled
to have found me here in South Africa.”
Next up for Phoenix is
Vauxhall Crossed, in which
she plays a British spy.
“It is a ﬁlm with somewhat similar
themes to Salt, Angelina Jolie’s
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PHOENIX TAKES A BREAK ON
THE SET OF HOLLYWOOD
ACTION FILM DEATH RACE 2
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NAÇIONAL TREASURES
From prawns to pastéis de nata, Richard Holmes sets out to eat his way
across one of Africa’s new culinary hotspots, Maputo
WHETHER YOU are in the mood for crispy
prawn rissoles, piri-piri chicken or succulent
steaks, Maputo is home to some of Africa’s
ﬁnest culinary delights. Increasingly the
Mozambique capital is offering foodies a

60

wide variety of dining experiences, from
fancy nights out to a quick bite to eat while
you keep one eye on the football. All you
need to do, is loosen your belt a bit and
head for one of these great restuarants.
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ENJOY DELICIOUS
PRAWNS NAÇIONAL
AT COSTA DO SOL

COSTA DO SOL
The Avenida Marginal was a very different
place when the Petrarkis family ﬁrst started
their hotel/restaurant in the 1930s. The city
may have changed along the way, but the
steady stream of punters queuing for a table
certainly hasn’t. This Maputo institution
could probably do with a lick of paint, but on
a bustling weekend, the food ﬂying out of the
kitchen is still some of the best in the city.
Crispy prawn rissoles, freshly dug clams
steamed in their shells and smothered in garlic,

crusty bread to mop up the sauce… all mouthwatering bit players that are merely setting the
stage for the platters of prawns Costa is famous
for. Most tourists go for them straight off the
grill, but I’d suggest you look at the menu a little
closer. Run your ﬁnger down past the familiar
options until you reach prawns naçional. Trust
me, you won’t regret it. And remember, if you
want a sea-view table on the airy terrace, it’s
best to call ahead, especially on the weekend.
■ Five kilometres from the city on Avenida Marginal
■ +258 21 450 115
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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MARISQUEIRA SAGRES
It’s easy to tell when a restaurant is run with passion – passion for
the food and the customers – and that’s certainly the case at the
family-owned Sagres. Romeo Fernandes and his family have run this
beachfront eatery a few steps from the Southern Sun Maputo for more
than a decade, and they take looking after their diners seriously.
The piri-piri sauce is homemade, and justiﬁably famous, and
it’s a rare night when Romeo’s not at the counter keeping an eye on
things. This well-priced, family-friendly spot is a hit with locals and
is brimming with old-school charm. The menu is ﬁlled with seafood,
including fresh clams and crab, and there are great sea views from
the terrace. And if there’s a football game on, you can be sure soccercrazy Romeo will have it showing on the big screen next door.
■ 4272 Avenida Marginal
■ +258 21 495 201

RESTAURANTE
PIRIPIRI

THE CHEERFUL
RESTAURANTE PIRIPIRI
DOES THE BEST
CHICKEN IN MAPUTO

Maputo is as famous for its
piri-piri chicken as it is for
its seafood, and this oldschool diner in the heart of
the city is far and away the
best place to get spicy. The
juicy birds are marinated
overnight and cooked
over a good, old-fashioned
coal ﬁre. It’s served with
a simple garnish of green
chilli and lemon juice, and
you can either eat in or take
away. It’s a great spot for
quelling those late-night
munchies or for a casual
meal after a tiring day
pounding the pavements.
■ Avenida 24 de Julho
■ +258 21 492 379

ZAMBI
Housed in a stylishly offbeat building
designed by celebrated Portuguese
architect Amancio “Pancho” Guedes, Zambi
is the place to book for an upmarket evening
out. Owner-chef Jorge Jordão used to create
magic in the kitchens of Costa do Sol, so
he knows his way around a prawn or two.
But seafood aside, this sleek city restaurant
on the waterfront overlooking Catembe
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is equally famous for its steaks, stunning
fresh salads (the shredded crab is a popular
choice) and decadent desserts. The wine
list is – unlike many other city restaurants
– surprisingly affordable, so there’s little
reason not to linger on the outside terrace
and bid another sunset boa noite.
■ Avenida 10 de Novembro
■ +258 84 339 2624
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CAFE ACACIA
Gardens don’t do too well
in the Mozambican capital,
falling victim to neglect
and the humid weather all
too quickly. Which makes
the recently revamped
Jardim dos Professores
such a delight. Perched
on a hilltop overlooking
the bay and Catembe, the
once-neglected Jardim is
now bustling with kids
in the playground and
young families lolling on
the lawns. And adjacent
to this haven from the
bustling streets is the
pleasant Café Acacia.
At lunch, it’s a chatty
mix of travellers and
suited businessmen; on
weekends, the shady tables
are ﬁlled with parents
keeping a distant eye on the
playground while tucking
into the selection of light,
easygoing meals on offer,
washed down with a glass
of vinho verde. You won’t
ﬁnd gourmet cuisine at
Acacia, but for a quiet
corner in the middle of a
busy day of sightseeing,
this picturesque garden
café is a welcome respite
from the city streets.
A great spot to enjoy a
creamy pastel de nata
custard tart and a coffee.
■ Avenida Patrice Lumumba
■ +258 21 491 071

UPMARKET DINING AT ZAMBI
RIGHT: DON’T LEAVE THE CITY
WITHOUT SAMPLING A
PORTUGUESE PASTEL DE NATA
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ENJOY A SUNDOWNER WITH
CITY VIEWS ON THE LAWNS
AT HOTEL CARDOSO, A FEW
STEPS FROM FIAMMA
RESTAURANT

MERCADO DO PEIXE

FIAMMA
A few steps away from Café Acacia, the hilltop lawns of
the Hotel Cardoso are hard to beat for sundowners in
the city. And if the tropical steaminess means you can’t
be bothered to go wandering off into the city for dinner,
then it’s just a few steps to Fiamma restaurant. Here you’ll
ﬁnd a wide-ranging, Italian-inspired menu, with more of
those intoxicating city views. The main restaurant can feel
a little hotel-y, so ask for a table on the pleasant terrace.
■ 707 Avenida Martires de Mueda ■ +258 21 491 071

FISH DOESN’T GET
FRESHER THAN AT THE
MERCADO DE PEIXE
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The city’s ﬁsh market is not for
everyone. If you demand a silver
ﬁsh knife with your dorado,
perhaps you’d better stay away.
But if you like a bit of local
colour with your lunch, then hop
in a taxi and ask for the Mercado
do Peixe (pronounced pay-sh)
out on the Avenida Marginal.
First, wander the lines of seafood
traders peddling their day’s catch.
Fresh ﬁsh, prawns, crabs and lobsters
line the tables as vendors hawk their
wares. Scout out what’s on offer and
then get your haggling hat on.
With seafood in hand, wander
over to the ramshackle restaurants
for part two. Cooks and owners of
the makeshift eateries tout for the
business of cooking what you’ve
just bought for lunch. With a bit of
bartering, you’ll arrive at a fair price –
perhaps with a beer or two thrown in –
and you take a seat to await your feast.
The market is heaving on Sundays,
so visit during the week if you
want to avoid the crowds.
_GETTING THERE
SA Express ﬂies to Maputo from
Cape Town four times a week.
See ﬂight schedule on pp134-137.

PRAWNS
NAÇIONAL
Ingredients
1kg large
prawns,
deveined and
butterﬂied in
their shell
2 cloves garlic,
ﬁnely chopped
600ml beer
(stout or lager)
2 bay leaves
Fresh coriander,
chopped
Squeeze of
lemon juice
1 tbsp piripiri sauce
Butter (for
frying)
Method
In a large bowl,
mix the beer,
garlic, piri-piri
sauce, bay
leaves, lemon
juice and
coriander.
Lay the prawns
in a shallow
dish and spoon
over half the
mixture. Cover
with cling ﬁlm
and marinade
in the fridge
for one hour.
Remove the
prawns from the
marinade and
discard sauce.
Heat a large
frying pan with
a knob of butter
and a dash of
sunﬂower oil.
Fry the prawns
in batches over
a medium-high
heat for one to
two minutes
on each side.
When all the
prawns are
cooked, lay in a
large, ﬂat dish.
Spoon over
the remaining
marinade and
place under a
hot grill for four
to ﬁve minutes.
Garnish with
remaining
coriander, and
serve with
crusty bread.
Serves three
to four
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sun, sea, sand and exotic tastes
For the perfect combination of sun, sea, sand and exotic
tastes, the Southern Sun Maputo is spectacularly situated
on the magniﬁcent Mozambique coast. Conveniently
located only 7km from the International Airport and 5
minutes from the city centre, the hotel offers you the
most desirable destination for a tropical vacation along
the shores of the Indian Ocean.
The restaurant at Southern Sun Maputo offers you
an extensive menu of delectable dishes and decadent
desserts, ranging from classical favourites to tantalising
temptations. Our chef caters for an exciting combination

of tastes, using only the freshest local ingredients,
complemented by a ﬁne selection of international wines.
Casual lunches and light dinners are served on the outside
terrace, where the menu offers you a sensational selection
of light meals and refreshments to tease your palate in a
relaxed, informal atmosphere. The cocktail bar has plush
seating areas that are ideal for sipping sundowners, predinner cocktails or enjoying a quiet drink in pleasant
surroundings.
We look forward to hosting you at the Southern Sun
Maputo, where a warm welcome awaits you.

For more information visit: www.southernsun.com
Tel: +258 21 495 050, Fax: +258 21 497 700
Email: reservations@southernsun.co.mz
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BOB LANSDOWN,
OWNER OF THE OLD’E
ENGLISH SHAVING
SHOP AND MR
COBBS THE BARBERS
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A CLOSE
SHAVE
IN SEARCH OF THE FINEST TONSORIAL
EXPERIENCE SOUTH AFRICA HAS TO OFFER
WORDS AND PH OTO GRAPH Y BY RICH ARD H O L MES

MY CHILDHOOD hairdresser’s
shop is long gone, replaced by a
mall and a food retailer, but the
embarrassing memory of those
after-school haircuts is still fresh in
my mind. This was the salon where
my mother had her hair done. And
that is a street-cred death knell for
any self-respecting 14-year-old boy.
It had frilly lace curtains, and a
strange smell of hairspray forever
wafting out the door. The ﬂoor was
parquet, and lace doilies topped
smoky glass tables stacked neatly
with teacups and magazines about

sewing and dresses and casseroles.
Not a fast car or hot girl in sight.
I was the pimply thorn among the
roses, the old ladies gossiping with
one another as their perms set under
the massive hairdryers. “What did
they do under there?” I wondered
to myself, praying that none of my
classmates would see me inside
waiting my turn for the clippers.
And that is exactly the reason I will
one day take my son to a place such
as Barnet Fair to have his hair cut.
Housed beneath the old St Stephen’s
Church on Bree Street in the heart of

the city, Barnet Fair is one of just a
handful of traditional men’s barbers
left in Cape Town. A place where you
can have your hair cut, your beard
trimmed, and your stubble shaved…
a place where hair colouring and
Good Housekeeping magazine are dirty
words. Where there’s a pub next
door and good music on the iPod.
“Barnet fair” is cockney rhyming
slang for “hair”, and any selfrespecting man about town would
do well to look after his “barnet”.
“I’ve always been in love with
barber shops, even though I went bald
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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young,” says Steven Pitt, the owner of
Barnet Fair. “I did a lot of travelling,
and barber shops in Europe, Turkey
and Africa are huge. And I just
love the whole experience – the old
chair, the smells. We’re offering
men’s grooming in a masculine
environment, so dudes don’t have to
get their hair cut sitting next to some
old tannie having their blue rinse!”
My barnet is looking pretty
good right now, though, and it’s
hair of another sort that requires
a little attention – a ﬁve o’clock
shadow that will soon be whipped
away by a hot towel shave.
“Most men see it as a bit of a chore,
but we’re trying to bring some of that
romance back into shaving,” says
Steven. “Obviously, it’s indulgent, but

in many places in Europe, it’s part of
a guy’s daily routine: he’ll go down to
the local barber shop for a shave.”
As metrosexual men become
more concerned with their
appearance, shaving has gone
from being a three-minute chore
to a masculine experience to be
savoured. And with not a doily in
sight, a pukka men’s barber shop
is certainly the best place to do it.
While the barber slips a
disposable razor into the cutthroat and I lean back in the
leather-backed chair, it’s hard not
to think of Sweeney Todd, the
“demon barber” of Fleet Street,
whose customers were turned
into pies in the bakery below.
Luckily, Barnet Fair is on the

A HOT-TOWEL SHAVE
AT BARNET FAIR
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ground ﬂoor, and I happily drift
off as a hot towel opens the pores
and softens my two-day beard.
“We use Edwin Jagger products
from Shefﬁeld, in England,” explains
Steven, as a rich lather is liberally
brushed across my face. “It comes in
three styles: aloe vera for sensitive
skin, sandalwood for normal skin
and sea buckthorn for dry skin.

SHAVING HAS
GONE FROM A
THREE-MINUTE
CHORE TO AN
EXPERIENCE
The ﬁrst step is to shave with the
traditional cut-throat, down with
the grain of the hair, then a second
hot towel and another lather.
Then we use a modern razor for a
second shave against the grain.
“We like to use old-school and
new-school tools because you get
the closest shave possible, in the
most comfortable way. A cut-throat
shave in both directions can be
abrasive. After that, a third hot
towel and a slap of Edwin Jagger
aftershave lotion to ﬁnish up.”
Leonard Cohen lulls me into a
stupor before the hydraulic chair kicks
back to the full upright position and
I examine their handiwork. Smooth
as a billiard table, but the cut-throat
razor has left my skin sensitive. The
hot towels are luxuriant, and the
products smell and feel great, but
I wonder if my sun-leathered face
could handle this on a regular basis.
Bob Lansdown, owner of the Old’e
English Shaving Shop and Mr Cobbs
the Barber in Cape Town’s V&A
Waterfront, is equally passionate
about bringing the romance back
into the shaving ritual, but isn’t
a fan of the straight razor.
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“It rips you to shreds,” says
Bob in his inimitable East End
accent. “We only use a cut-throat
for neatening up a goatee or a
beard, but never for shaving.”
Some men may be disappointed
that they can’t live out their cowboy
wash-house fantasies with a waistcoated barber wielding a straight
razor, but cut-throats aside, Mr Cobbs
offers all the old-school charm you
could ask for. A wood-panelled front
desk, Victorian tiles and vintage
barber-shop chairs set the scene for a
similarly decadent hot-towel treatment
in a barber shop that wouldn’t look
out of place in 19th-century London.

BADGER’S YOUR BEST BET

THE STYLE OF
SHAVING AT MR
COBBS DATES TO THE
VICTORIAN ERA

“This style of shaving dates from the
Victorian era,” explains Bob. “We
clean your face with camomile and
coconut oils, which contain no soap,
so you’re not rubbing grease into your
face. We use a modern Mach 3 blade
and the ﬁrst shave is with a badgerhair brush and soap. The second
shave is done with an ointment, and
this gets shaved in with the blade,
pushing it deep into your skin.”
Badger hair? Yup, if you want
the best in shaving brushes,
badger’s your best bet. With a
brush-making company in Cape
Town exporting to the likes of
Harrods and Selfridges, Bob knows
a thing or two about brushes.
“We don’t use English or Irish
badgers, or South African honey
badgers. The sale of the fur is strictly
controlled, and these are wild badgers
from China, where they’re hunted for
their meat,” says Bob. “With a proper
badger brush and shaving soap, you
get this wonderful, rich cream. You
can’t get the same out of foam in a
tin, which is mostly just water.”
While the hot-towel shave at Mr
Cobbs (and Barnet Fair) comes in at
R150, buying your own top-notch
shaving kit doesn’t come cheap. A
tube of soap will set you back R200 –
“It’ll last you for bloody years,” says
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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Bob – but it’s the brush that will put
a dent in your wallet. “You get three
different types of badger hair,” he
says. “The black hair is reasonably
priced – R500 for a brush – and the
grey brush comes off its back, a bit
softer,” explains Bob. “But the silver-

Most men buy a brush when they’re
young. They get married and make
babies, then watch the babies walk
down the aisle and get married. And
they’re still using the same brush!
“Men hate shaving, but we try and
teach them how to shave and get them
to buy the correct product
for their skin… from then
on, instead of men having to
shave, they want to shave.”
I’m one of those men, a
restless traveller and reluctant
shaver. A man who’s scraped
off a three-week beard
with an in-ﬂight razor, and
who happily sees Sunday
as the shaving Sabbath.
As a manly rite of passage, a hottowel shave at a men’s barber shop
is certainly high on my list, but I’m
not sure I see it becoming much of
a regular indulgence. But I walk
away from Mr Cobbs rubbing my
smooth jaw line, a scent of almond
face balm gently lingering, and I
can’t help but wonder… perhaps it’s
time to invest in some badger…

THE SILVER-TIP
BRUSH IS BEST…
THE HAIR COMES
FROM UNDER THE
BADGER’S CHIN
tip is the best… the hair comes from
under the badger’s chin – look how the
soft hair fans out against your palm.
That’s about R1,200. It’s expensive,
but you get what you pay for.”
A grand for a shave sounds steep,
but Bob assures me the ﬁne bristles
are sure to last longer in a brush
than they did on the badger: “A good
brush will last for 35, 40 years.
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CONTACT
Mr Cobbs
the Barber
Shop 279,
Victoria Wharf,
V&A Waterfront
+27 (0) 21
418 2427

www.englishshavingshop.com
Barnet Fair
98 Bree Street,
Cape Town
+27 (0) 21
424 1302

www.barnetfair.co.za
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IF YOU WANT
TO PHOTOGRAPH A JET,
YOU CHASE IT WITH
A JET

A SHOWERY Thursday morning at the

Farnborough International Airshow in
Hampshire, England, is arguably the
best place in the world to interview a
world-renowned aerial photographer.
Frans Dely sips coffee with his trusted
Nikons less than an arm’s length
from his grasp, his searching eyes
transﬁxed on a F-18 Super Hornet
drifting towards the drenched
runway. “I suppose these pilots know
what they’re doing,” he says, not
taking his eyes off the ﬁghter jet.
I’ve waited two years to interview
South Africa’s most respected aerial
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TOP LEFT: PILATUS
photographer. He’s a
Farnborough. “For
PC-7 MK II ASTRAS
busy man and he travels
starters, your ofﬁce is
OVER THE MOSES
constantly to photograph
sometimes so small
MABHIDA STADIUM IN
DURBAN;
almost anything that
that you cannot turn
TOP: FRANS DELY
moves through the sky
your head, it moves
STRAPPED INTO
THE BACK OF A
at high speeds. So when
just short of the speed
HAWK MK120
I heard Dely would
of sound and some
be at Farnborough
people would consider
to see the world’s
your job to be both
most advanced modern aircraft
exciting and dangerous.”
displayed, I jumped at the chance.
Now, two years later, Dely sits
Dely seems to think he’s got a
down and describes his favourite
day job like everybody else. “Why
ofﬁce space. It’s the back seat of an
interview me?” he said two years
Aero L-39 Albatros jet. It was built
previously when I met him at
by the Czechoslovakians and used
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TWO OF THE SA AIR
FORCE’S NEW
GENERATION SAAB
GRIPENS OVER THE
CAPE SOUTH COAST
NEAR BREDASDORP

by the Russians during the Cold War
to train ﬁghter pilots. “If you want to
photograph a jet, you chase it with
a jet,” he says. And more often than
not, it is jets he needs to photograph.

A CHILDHOOD PASSION
Take the job he did for SAAB Gripen
ahead of the World Cup, where he
shot the South African Air Force’s
new-generation Gripen Cs and Ds
over Soccer City in Johannesburg to
symbolise the South African National
Defence Force’s ability to secure the
South African airspace. He used a BAE

Systems Hawk Mk120, one of South
Africa’s new training jets. “You need
to understand the speeds and power
and ﬂying characteristics of the ﬂying
machine you use as a chase plane.”
But it’s not only jets he needs
to understand and photograph.
Commercial airliners, private charter
planes, helicopters and aerobatic
display planes all need to be shot
for commercial purposes. Recently,
Dely was strapped to the roof of
a Lockheed C-130 Hercules troop
and cargo plane as the tail hatch
was opened beneath him to allow

skydivers to jump out. “You have
to trust the equipment… When
the ramp goes, there is just a hole
beneath you. But it was really great
to shoot as they fell away from me.”
Love for aviation is something Dely
has grown up with. “My father was
in the Air Force. He ﬂew Marauder
bombers in the war in north Africa
and Italy. In the 1960s, he ﬂew with
28 and 44 squadrons. As a kid, I loved
to sit behind the controls of a DC-3.
During my military service, I was
trained as a photographer, although I
did not photograph airplanes at ﬁrst.”
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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It took a long time for the synergy
between his passion and his work
to happen. Although Dely has been
a professional photographer all
his adult life, his break into aerial
photography only happened 11 years
ago. “The passion was always there,
but as part of commercial life as a
professional photographer it never
materialised.
When the
opportunity did
arise, it started
to evolve into a
full-time job.”

A HIGH-RISK
CALLING

a fantastic experience and the start of
my air-to-air photographic career.”
A typical day at the ofﬁce for Dely is
one of height, high speed and danger.
But while most people think his job
is high risk given that he has to ﬂy in
helicopters with doors off or in the
back of jets close to the speed of sound,
these are not what he considers to

MY FIRST PHOTO-SHOOT FROM
THE BACK OF A HARVARD WAS
THE START OF MY AIR-TO-AIR
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAREER

His break came in 1999 when Dely
got a phone call from the ofﬁcer
commanding the South African
Air Force’s museum, who asked
if he could take photographs of a
Spitﬁre and a Mustang in ﬂight.
“Given that those are probably
the most iconic aircraft you can be
presented with, coupled with my
passion for aviation, it went down
well. It was my ﬁrst photo-shoot out
of the back of a Harvard, which was

TOP: LT-COL GLEN
GIBSON IN A SAAB
GRIPEN C FLYING A
STANDING AIR
PATROL DUO WITH
MAJOR CRAIG
LEESON AND MAJOR
MARK WILSON IN A
SAAB GRIPEN D
OVER SOCCER CITY
IN JOHANNESBURG;
BELOW: SKYDIVERS
JUMPING FROM A
LOCKHEED C-130
HERCULES

be the real dangers. “Where you’re
in danger is when you’re ﬂying with
people who think they know what
they’re doing or think it’s a simple
thing to ﬂy with a photographer, or
lead you to believe they have more
experience than they have. You only
ﬁnd out the truth when you’re already
up there. That’s the scary part.”
But he has learnt enough over
the years to understand the psyche
of pilots: “Nowadays, I know
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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which questions to
ask. I seldom end up in
vulnerable situations.”

A MATTER OF TRUST

CLOCKWISE
FROM THE TOP:
A DENEL AH-2
ROOIVALK ATTACK
HELICOPTER; A
BRITISH HAWKER
HUNTER
FOLLOWED BY
A STRIKEMASTER
OVER THE NAMIB
DESERT;
MICROLIGHT
AIRCRAFT

Dely is not a qualiﬁed pilot
himself, but with more
than 1,000 ﬂying hours
behind him, he’s more
than capable of ﬂying and
landing various models of
airplanes. This puts him in a unique
position to evaluate pilots. “I have
great conﬁdence in military-trained
pilots. They have the conﬁdence to
admit their shortcomings. They have
learnt the value of safety and they
understand the dangers. There are
no taking chances with these guys.”
But pilots must also trust him.
“If I’m in the back of a Harvard, a
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Hawk or L-39 and freak
out, they cannot get to
me. It’s a potentially
dangerous situation.
They must be comfortable
with me. If you’re riding in an
ejection seat, you must understand
what you’re dealing with.”
Dely loves airshows. “It’s something
you’re born with. If you’re a person
who likes airplanes, chances are
you probably started off as kid
liking airplanes. If you like ﬁghter
jets as a kid, you will like ﬁghter
jets as a grownup. That’s why you

see so many 50-year-old kids at
airshows,” he says, laughing.
And as Dely prepares to head
out towards the airstrip for another
day’s work, he confesses he was
made for ﬂying. “I love loops and
rolls. Soon I will sit down and write
the exams. That’s the only thing
stopping me from being a qualiﬁed
pilot. If I had done this years ago, I
would have had an amazing amount
of unusual aircraft on my logbook.”
But there’s no point in looking back
on lost opportunities. As ofﬁce jobs go,
this one’s up there with the best.
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THE
HUNT
FOR
INCOME
AS INTEREST RATES IN THE DEVELOPED
WORLD WITHER, INTERNATIONAL
INVESTORS ARE LOOKING SOUTH
TO BOOST THEIR INCOME
WORDS BY MAIKE CURRIE | IL LUSTRATIO N JAMIE JAY
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THE DEVELOPED WORLD IS ON THE HUNT. The hunt
is for income. Interest rates in countries such as the US
and the UK are at historic lows, companies such as BP
and the banks have been cutting dividends (payouts to
shareholders from proﬁts), while bonds are overbought
and no longer cheap. So where are these investors going
for income? Interestingly, they’re heading south. Over
recent months, international investors have bought more
South African bonds than at any time in the past 15 years.

A CATCH-22 SITUATION
After two years of artiﬁcially propping up economies left
battered by the credit crunch, governments in the
developed world are facing a catch-22 situation. Do they
keep interest rates at their current all-time lows and continue
with programmes such as quantitative easing (QE) to get
economies moving again? Or do they let go, and allow
economics to run its course? All bets are on the former.

INTEREST RATES ON
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS ARE AT
AN ALL TIME LOW
The risk they face with strategies such as QE – printing
more money – is runaway inﬂation. The alternative is a
deﬂationary environment where high unemployment rates,
low growth and reduced output by companies dominate.
As governments scratch their heads over how to
weather “one of the greatest ﬁnancial experiments ever
conducted”, as one UK fund manager puts it, investors
in these economies have been left with a conundrum.
Interest rates on savings accounts are at an all-time low.
In the UK, rates are at their lowest level in the Bank of
England’s 316-year history, falling to 0.5 per cent. At no time
prior to this had interest rates dipped below 2 per cent, the
level at which they were held during the Great Depression of
the 1930s. While this is good news for those with mortgages
to repay, for savers it’s disastrous. The situation is
not much better elsewhere, with deposit returns of
0.25 per cent in the US and 0.1 per cent in Japan.

WHY BUY SOUTH AFRICA?
A recent report by Bloomberg cited that record
buying of bonds was being driven on the back
of “South Africa’s perfect debt storm”. It said
that investors are buying more South African
bonds than at any time in the past 15 years, lured
by slowing inﬂation, a stronger rand and
higher interest rates than in the world’s
developed markets. Bloomberg’s
INDWE NO
OV
V E M B E R 2010
201 0
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WHAT IS QE?
Quantitative Easing (QE) is
a form of monetary policy
used to increase the supply
of money in an economy
when the bank interest rate
is at, or close to, zero. QE is
implemented by a country’s
central bank by ﬁrst crediting
its own account with money
it has created out of nothing.
It then uses this “money” to
purchase ﬁnancial assets

such as government bonds
and corporate bonds.
The banks and ﬁnancial
institutions selling these
vehicles will then have
excess money in their
accounts. In this way, QE
boosts the cash in supply
and hopefully gets an
economy back on the move.
If QE is too effective,
it could lead to inﬂation
and, worse, hyperinﬂation,
as the increase in the
money supply reduces the
value of the currency.

SOUTH AFRICAN BONDS ARE IN A PERFECT STORM
- YIELDS ARE HIGH, INFLATION IS LOW
ﬁgures show foreign investors having purchased in excess of
R70bn of South African bonds this year, as near-zero interest
rates in developed nations encourage them to borrow cheaply
and invest the money in markets offering higher returns.
The inﬂows have helped bolster the rand, which in
turn has been met by demands from manufacturers
and unions for the Reserve Bank to lower its main
interest rate to curb the currency’s yield advantage.
“South African bonds are in a perfect storm – yields
are high, inﬂation is low and the Reserve Bank is one
of the only central banks in the world that can still
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realistically contemplate cutting rates,” Kieran Curtis,
who helps manage $2bn in emerging-market debt at
Aviva Investors in London, commented to Bloomberg.

EMERGING-MARKET APPETITE
As international markets look for places to ﬁnd yield,
returns are not only being fed into South African bonds
– emerging-market bonds in general are in vogue. A
recent Lipper Feri Fund Flash Europe report found that
over the seven months since the start of 2010, assets in
emerging-market bond funds grew by 53 per cent, eclipsing
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the 42 per cent rise seen over the entirety of 2009.
The hunt for income isn’t the only driving force behind
this rise. A number of factors are pushing international
investors to cast their gaze beyond local borders.
With the developed world’s sovereign balance sheets

INVESTORS ARE
ATTRACTED BY HEALTHY
GROSS DOMESTIC PROFIT
GROWTH

in a precarious state, Johan Jooste, portfolio strategist at
Merrill Lynch Wealth Management EMEA, says investors
are attracted by healthy gross domestic proﬁt growth and
often sounder ﬁnances than the developed world. He agrees
with this strategy, saying: “Investors should seek out the
countries with strong bolted-together economies, such
as South Africa, Poland, Brazil and the Czech Republic.
These have largely motored through the downturn and
maintained prudent ﬁscal policy. But you won’t ﬁnd them
right at the top of the emerging-world yield chart. Their
solidity is to a large extent priced in. Sure, these countries
will lag behind others when global growth is surging, but
should be more resilient when the froth disappears.
“When it comes to emerging markets, we believe
investors should look for an acceptable level of
risk and a reasonable yield rather than demanding
a top yield but a dangerous level of risk.”

INVEST WITH US
South Africa’s president,
Jacob Zuma, extended
an invitation to foreign
investors to invest in South
Africa during his recent
visit to Belgium for the third
annual European UnionSouth Africa summit.
Using the visit to encourage
potential investors, he
said that South Africa’s
mining industry is poised
for growth, and that South
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Africa offers certainty as
well as proven economic
and political stability.
“The hosting of the 2010
Fifa World Cup in South Africa
demonstrated to the world
that we are a country that can
deliver on its undertakings,”
Zuma said at a business gala
dinner hosted by the Antwerp
World Diamond Centre
in Belgium.
He said the mining industry
has been the foundation
of economic development
in South Africa for more
than a century. The wealth

WATCH THIS SPACE
Near-zero interest rates in industrialised nations are
encouraging investors to borrow at lower costs and invest
in markets offering higher returns, prompting rallies in
local-currency debt from Indonesia to Brazil. Bloomberg
says the transactions, known as carry trades, have propelled
South Africa’s local-currency bonds to the second-best
performers in Europe, the Middle East and Africa after
Russia in dollar terms, according to available index data
compiled by Bank of America and Merrill Lynch.
However, how long this rally will continue
is being questioned, as inﬂows slow down
and investors start taking proﬁts.
Recent disputes over wage settlements and a recovery
in consumer spending also make further rate reductions
unlikely. Peter Eerdmans, portfolio manager of the
Investec Emerging Markets Debt Fund, says he expects
markets to consolidate moving forward, adding that the
scope for emerging-market bond yields to fall much
further is limited. However, he maintains that
“favourable demographics and higher growth
prospects are just two of the factors likely to
underpin emerging markets as a growing
asset class in the coming decade”. In
other words, watch this space.

of the mining assets remains
signiﬁcant, and was currently
valued at US$2.5tn, excluding
energy commodities such as
coal, uranium and thorium.
Last year, the mining
industry contributed more
than 30 per cent to total
export revenue, and employed
9 per cent of the economically
active population.
“That is just below half
a million direct jobs and a
further half a million indirect
jobs. As the global economy
recovers, and the demand for
commodities increases, real

opportunities
for maximum
returns in the mining
sector exist,” Zuma said.
He said that South Africa
is well placed to take
advantage of these
improving prospects in the
sector. Estimates suggest
that the country’s mineral
resources were expected
to be exploitable for more
than a century to come.
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WO RDS BY RAY L EAT HER N

THE NISSAN Z ROADSTER COULD BE
TOO MACHO FOR ITS OWN GOOD
HARDCORE SPORTS
CARS are a dying breed,

THE 370Z IS AN
EVOLUTIONARY
LEAP FORWARD
FROM THE 350

but when the end comes,
the tides rise and fall, and we have
to start all over again, I reckon
they’re the ones we’ll remember.
There’s a new Nissan Z Roadster,
and, sure, I could harp on about its
sports-car pedigree, and how it harks
back to the original layout of the ﬁrst
Z car from the 1960s, with its short
wheelbase and classically long bonnet.
But that would be rubbish, wouldn’t

BRAWN
WILD
TO BE

it? Because just look at the thing…
there’s nothing classical about it.
I’m happy to report that the old one’s
fat rear-end syndrome has been
ﬁxed and now it just looks like
a peacock showing off all its
brilliant, metallic plumage. It
looks like it’s fuelled by nothing
less than pure testosterone.
I remember the last-generation
Nissan 350Z (the 230kW, bulging
bonnet version): it was breathtaking
to drive and, more importantly, the
ultimate bloke’s car. I was single
and young when it launched and it
served no other purpose than fuelling
every blokeish desire I could possibly
satisfy. All I did in that car was ﬁll it
with petrol in the morning, thunder
out of the city in search of deserted
roads in the day, and blast back into
the city with my mates and cruise the
clubs for single girls at night. It was no
strings attached, seedy, exhilarating,
irresponsible and fantastic all at the
same time (the car was good, too).
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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Four years have passed, and I, and
the Z Roadster, and the world, when
you think about it, have matured. So
are we all still on the same page?

LOUD AND PROUD
I’m not going to pull any punches,
because that wouldn’t be in keeping
with the Nissan Z car. I don’t think the
370’s engine is all that brilliant. Four
years have passed, and all we’ve got to
show for that is an enlarged 3.5-litre
that makes 15 more kW. Tough act to
follow, I know, because the old 230kW
engine was also perfect in almost every

THE 370Z’S WEIGHT
AND GIRTH CAN MAKE
IT CHALLENGING ON
MOUNTAIN ROADS
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way: it was powerful, sonorous and
clean-revving. The 3.7-litre is louder
– very, very loud in fact – and more
torque-y to give you that “bury-youin-your-seat” thrill. It’s a real heartstarter when you nail it, but for a lot of
the time, if you’re on partial throttle, it
borders on unpleasant. It can feel like
its barking at you somewhere in the
middle revs when it goes ballistic and
the rev needle charges off the scale…
Baaaargh! It’s a hairy-chested engine.
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THE 3.7-LITRE
ENGINE IS
LOUDER AND
MORE TORQUE-Y

The 370Z feels more like a muscle
car in that respect, and that’s saying
something, because the 350 wasn’t
exactly a ballerina’s boudoir either.

BAAAARGH! IT’S A HAIRY-CHESTED
ENGINE – IT FEELS MORE LIKE A MUSCLE CAR
IN THAT RESPECT

TAMING THE BEAST

in my test car (Nissan is adamant most
new ones sold will be automatics)
loved kicking me in the kidneys with
sharp up and down changes – not
as unpleasant as it sounds. And
the big 19-inch wheels love darting
over camber changes and road

The volcanic engine and the 370Z’s
weight and girth make it challenging
to thread around a mountain pass
or forest road, where you want
predictable revs and crisp power
delivery. The seven-speed automatic

imperfections. This makes for a
lively outing if you’re on a
spirited drive, but like previous
generations, the 370Z can be
tamed if shown enough respect.
Everywhere else, though, the 370Z
is an evolutionary leap ahead of the
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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THE INTERIOR
LAYOUT IS SPORTY
AND COMFORTABLE

350. The interior quality and standard
speciﬁcations, including Nissan’s ﬁrst
sat-nav Bluetooth system, are brilliant.
I love the interior layout: it’s sporty,
if a little low-rent compared with a
BMW Z4’s, but it is comfortable. The
automatic gearbox is pretty good at
swapping cogs quietly if you’re just
mooching around. They’ve softened
everything and this makes it far easier
to drive on a day-to-day basis, and a
bit harder, as I mentioned earlier,
to drive on a balmy Sunday thrash.
You’re just less connected than you
used to be, and that’s a criticism
but not a disaster. Because for
more of the time I’d rather live
with the extra conveniences, and
when I do ﬁnd myself dozing off,
I just bury the throttle and give
myself a 3.7-litre coronary.

WHEN I FIND MYSELF DOZING OFF, I JUST
BURY THE THROTTLE AND GIVE MYSELF A
3.7-LITRE CORONARY
Its biggest competition, the BMW
Z4 Roadster, is designed by a woman
and differs from the Nissan in several
crucial ways. A R200K price tag for a
start, and in the Z4, you’re dipping into
the trust fund to pay it off; in the 370Z,

you’re dipping into the pension fund.
The 370Z may have been given
a responsible makeover in 2010,
and what else could Nissan do,
really? But it still hasn’t lost
that naughty streak.

SPECIFICATIONS
Price

R593,800

Engine

3.7-litre DOHC, all-aluminium V6

Power (kW@r/min)

245kW & 363Nm

Performance (0-100kph)

5.8 seconds

Top speed

250kph limited

Economy

10.9 litres per 100km
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SO YOU THINK YOU
CAN DRIVE?
We all know that the safest part of your
journey ends when you leave the airport
building and get into a car. But fatalities on
South African roads can decrease if drivers
increase their driving skills. We’ve put Indwe
correspondent Carri-Anne Jane Kelly on an
advanced driver training course at the
Killarney racetrack and asked her: “Do you
think you can drive?”
“OF COURSE I CAN,” I said, armed
with my ego and that little piece
of laminated paper mounted with
my mugshot called a driver’s
license. But could I drive safely?
That, I soon realised, is the real
question. Most of us assume we are
decent drivers, halfway respectful,
obeying of most trafﬁc rules and
in control of most situations that
might present itself on the road.
At the Advanced Driving Course
at the Killarney Training Centre, one
of several driver training centres in
southern Africa, you soon learn that
you are not. You soon discover it takes
longer to stop than you think, that
your ABS/Traction Control does little
if you don’t know how to handle it and
that you need advanced vehicle control
skills, as well as advanced cognitive
skills to really be in control and aware
of the road situations around you.
The moment I grasped this, my
‘masters’ in driving started. So off we
went to the skid-pan. The objective
of the skid-pan practical was to
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simulate hazardous driving situations
in a completely safe environment
and learn the safe and effective way
to control a car. We were taught
emergency braking, vehicle control
after a tyre bursts or during aquaplaining and emergency lane changes.
What I learnt for certain was how
inﬁnitely slippy a car can react in
the wet conﬁnes of the skidpan. That
of course is the whole point of the
skidpan: to coerce slapping hands
and feet into controlled movements
of steering wheel and pedals. With
each practice, the impossible seemed
less-so as you complete avoidance
maneuvers ﬁrst at 30kph, then
40kph, the 50kph… until you feel
like you’re becoming a driving pro.
Similarly racing for track-time
on the Killarney racetrack was
undoubtedly the gem in the crown
for the performance minded. After
a few laps of getting pretty much
everything wrong, you slowly begin
to appreciate that good track craft is
about smooth, pronounced inputs

and concentrated repetition.
Initially I was discouraged at how
hard it was to place my Honda diesel
Civic correctly on the track, but as
my conﬁdence grew I soon started
to ﬁnd speed and with speed you
ﬁnd the right line and more speed.
Letting it fall off the boost meant
slow corner exits, but the right amount
of cornering gusto meant making
the most of the diesels big torque.
Most of us do our drivers test the
good old K53 way. With plenty of
making like an owl and turning your
head everywhere but the direction
you are going. You pass and you
never do it again. But knowing that
you have acquired lasting skills
that can save your life and the life
of others, is really god-sent.

Most driving courses are offered in
three modules but we recommend the
full course consisting of three modules:
Accident prevention (skid-pan course),
defensive driving and road craft, and
advanced dynamic skills on the track.
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TREVOR IMMELMAN ON
THE PAR FIVE 9TH HOLE
DURING THE THIRD ROUND
OF THE NEDBANK GOLF
CHALLENGE IN 2007
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AFRICA’S MAJOR

CELEBRATING ITS 30TH ANNIVERSARY,
THE “MILLION DOLLAR” GOLF CHALLENGE IS
NOW THE CONTINENT’S MOST PRESTIGIOUS,
ATTRACTING THE WORLD’S BEST
WO RDS BY ALVIN RE EVES

since ﬁve of the world’s
best-ever golfers ﬁrst contested
the “Million Dollar” at Sun City.
In that inaugural year, American
Johnny Miller edged Severiano
Ballesteros, Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino
and Gary Player in four rounds of
exhibition golf. Since then, the event
has grown in stature and has attracted
the biggest names in the game.
Celebrating its 30th tournament
week from December 2-5 this year,
the Nedbank Golf Challenge is
now referred to as “Africa’s Major”
which underlines the success story.
Admittedly, the tournament still has a
bit of a holiday feel to it. The 12 invited
players, their families, managers
and caddies are treated like royalty
for the duration of that week. No
expense is spared in making sure the
contestants are comfortably settled in
The Palace at Sun City in the North
West Province and for many foreign
players it’s a great way to ﬁnish the year
off at a world-class golﬁng and casino
resort under a blazing African sky.
But that does not detract from the
players’ primary focus of capturing one
of the richest prize-money funds in golf.
The competition for the $1.2-millon
ﬁrst place has become intense over
time along with the prestige of
becoming Africa’s “Major” champion.
When the idea was ﬁrst given
birth by Player and founded by Sol
Kerzner in 1981, the tournament was
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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JACK NICKLAUS WITH
GARY PLAYER AND
SEVE BALLESTEROS
IN 1981

Previous winners
2009
ROBERT ALLENBY
Australia
277 (-11) PO*
2008
HENRIK STENSON
Sweden
267 (-21)
2007
TREVOR IMMELMAN
South Africa
272 (-16)
2006
JIM FURYK
United States
276 (-12)
2005
JIM FURYK
United States
282 (-6) PO

christened the Million Dollar Challenge
with the winner’s share of the $1-million
prize fund being $500,000. In 1987, Welsh
legend Ian Woosnam won the ﬁrst and only
“winner takes all” cheque of $1-million. In
the following year, the winner’s prize was
again set at $1-million with additional prizes
introduced. And then, from 2000 to 2002,
the ﬁrst prize rose to $2-million before the
sponsors settled for the current amount.
In all that time, some of the greatest golf
legends have walked the fairways of the Gary
Player Country Club. Names like Nicklaus,
Player, Ballesteros, Woosnam, Greg
Norman, Nick Price, Nick Faldo, Bernhard
Langer, Ernie Els, Colin Montgomerie, Phil
Mickelson, Tiger Woods, Lee Westwood,
Padraig Harrington, Retief Goosen, Vijay
Singh, Angel Cabrera and Sergio Garcia have
made their presence felt in the Pilanesberg.
And this year’s event will be no exception

in another eagerly anticipated spectacle
for local golf. As 12 of the world’s top
ranked golfers tee off, fans will be able
to enjoy ﬁrsthand, the experience of
watching world-class golfers battle it out
for the crystal ball trophy. With the likes
of three-time winner Els, British Open
winner Louis Oosthuizen, Englishman
Westwood, 2004 champion Retief Goosen
and defending champion Robert Allenby
of Australia, it will surely be a cracker.
The event is one of the rare opportunities
for South Africans to play against a leading
ﬁeld in front of their home spectators. After
skipping the last two years, Els will be
relishing an opportunity to claim his fourth
title in what would be his 17th appearance
in the event. He makes no secret of the
fact that he loves playing at Sun City.
Oosthuizen’s rise to stardom over the
past few months has been meteorical.
I N D W E N O V E M B E R 201 0
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2004
RETIEF GOOSEN
South Africa
281 (-7)
2003
SERGIO GARCÍA
Spain
274 (-14) PO
2002
ERNIE ELS
South Africa
267 (-21)
2001
SERGIO GARCÍA
Spain
268 (-20) PO
2000
ERNIE ELS
South Africa
268 (-20) PO
1999
ERNIE ELS
South Africa
263 (-25)
1998
NICK PRICE
Zimbabwe
273 (-15) PO
ERNIE ELS PLAYS HIS TEE SHOT ON
THE 17TH HOLE DURING THE
PRO-AM OF THE NEDBANK GOLF
CHALLENGE AT THE GARY PLAYER
GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB IN 2005
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IT’S GRATIFYING THE CALIBRE OF
PLAYERS IS CONSISTENTLY HIGH
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His 2010 Open Championship total of
272 ensured a seven-stroke victory at St
Andrews as he became only the fourth
South African to win the Claret Jug
behind Bobby Locke, Player and Els.
Tournament director Alastair Roper
is excited at the prospect of this year’s
event. “The Nedbank Golf Challenge has
long been entrenched as South Africa’s
premier golﬁng event, and when the
ﬁeld assembles in Sun City this year
for the 30th anniversary tournament,
it will be a special occasion. Despite the
worldwide growth of professional Tours,
with more events, and purses that have
steadily increased in size, it is gratifying
that the calibre of players at Sun City has
consistently been of the highest quality.”
Despite the dates clashing with the Tiger

Woods’ Chevron World Challenge, the 30th
Nedbank Golf Challenge still manages to
attract some of the biggest names in the
game. “The success of the Nedbank has
been due to a number of factors, not least
the loyal group of sponsors who have
continued to support the tournament, and
the relationship we have built up with the
players and their families over the years,”
says Roper. “Professionals consider their
stay in Sun City to be one of their most
enjoyable weeks of the year, and the number
of spectators has continued to grow.”
This being the 30th year of the
tournament Roper is adamant that the
event will be even more special to celebrate
this important milestone. “We have looked
at various options which will add to the
action, and we are considering a few

1997
NICK PRICE
Zimbabwe
275 (-13)
1996
COLIN MONTGOMERIE
Scotland
274 (-14) PO
1995
COREY PAVIN
United States
276 (-12)
1994
NICK FALDO
England
272 (-16)
1993
NICK PRICE
Zimbabwe
264 (-24)
1992
DAVID FROST
South Africa
276 (-12)
1991
BERNHARD LANGER
Germany
272 (-16)
1990
DAVID FROST
South Africa
284 (-4)
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1989
DAVID FROST
South Africa
276 (-12)
1988
FULTON ALLEM
South Africa
278 (-10)
1987
IAN WOOSNAM
Wales
274 (-14)
1986
MARK MCNULTY
Zimbabwe
282 (-6)
1985
BERNHARD LANGER
Germany
278 (-10)
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LOUIS OOSTHUIZEN

ideas which we are sure will make this
celebration even more exciting. This will
surely be our greatest tournament to date.”
The Gary Player Country Club’s golf
course, when it was ﬁrst unveiled in
1979, was immediately hailed as being
worthy of inclusion on the shortlist of
the African continent’s ﬁnest golﬁng
facilities. The layout’s integrity has
remained unquestioned, and while
other championship courses have fallen
prey to advancements in equipment,

and are accused of lacking length, the
player-designed masterpiece at Sun City
continues to test every club in the bag – of
amateurs and top professionals alike.
South Africa hasn’t produced a winner
since Trevor Immelman’s triumph in 2007.
Tim Clark has been the best performer since
with a tie for third place with Ross Fisher
behind Allenby and Stenson last year. With
the quality of South African players in the
ﬁeld for this year’s event, local fans will
be hoping for a reversal of fortunes.

1984
SEVE BALLESTEROS
Spain
279 (-9)
1983
SEVE BALLESTEROS
Spain
274 (-14)
1982
RAYMOND FLOYD
United States
280 (-8)PO
1981
JOHNNY MILLER
United States
277 (-11)
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Announcing ` El Gordo´– the world’s richest lottery
to be held this December.

R26 300 000 000.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW!

(2 300 000 000.00) IN PRIZES TO BE WON

DRAW DATE:

DRAW LOCATION:

TICKET AVAILABILITY:

December 22nd, 2010

Madrid, Spain

Limited

PRIZE PAYOUT RATIO:

ODDS TO WIN A PRIZE:

70% of money from ticket sales
is returned as prizes

1 in 6.37

TAX STATUS:

100% Spanish tax-free

European Lottery Guild announces the release of `El Gordo´ lottery tickets to international
players. This is the famous Christmas draw of the Spanish Lotería Nacional. Ticket availability is
limited—early response will ensure the chance to participate in this massive prize event.

Draw features:
•
•
•
•
•

Ranking: the world’s only multi-billion-euro draw
Major prizes: 195 first prizes / 195 second prizes / 195 third prizes
Total number of prizes available: more than 2.6 million
Unique winning benefit: win up to 7 times on a single ticket
Total prize pool: worth over R26.3 billion (2.3 billion)

Order Your Tickets Now Through European Lottery Guild
As the world’s largest and most respected lottery agency, European Lottery Guild specialises
in bringing Europe’s most prestigious lottery games to players around the globe. Through our
worldwide ticket services, you may now ensure your entry in this year’s `El Gordo´ draw. Only
85 000 ticket numbers are printed per series, and they have a unique structure. Each full ticket
is divided into ten sections known as “decimas”. You may purchase individual decimas or a
complete set of ten. (The latter option is more expensive, but can result in a prize that’s ten
times bigger.)
All-inclusive Service:

1. We purchase tickets on your behalf directly from official Spanish lottery outlets and register
your ticket numbers by computer. 2. You will receive a detailed Confirmation of your entry
showing the official `El Gordo´ ticket numbers assigned to you. 3. After the draw, your prizes
will be automatically calculated and you’ll receive a Final Statement showing your total winnings.
4. A complete list of official winning numbers and prize amounts will also be included so you
have a record of the draw results.
Please note there are no Spanish taxes or deductions of any kind. Your winnings will be converted to South African rand as part of our service and are guaranteed to be paid to you in full.
Over 809 000 players have already won prizes with European Lottery Guild. Act now for your
opportunity to take part in the unprecendented multi-billion-euro `El Gordo´ draw!

Complete and return the Ticket Reservation Form at right.
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Contact European Lottery Guild at: Priority Processing Centre, Postbus 74101, 1070 BC Amsterdam, THE NETHERLANDS
From within South Africa
Call TOLL-FREE: 0800 980 657
From elsewhere, telephone: INT’L + 1 604 675-2704
Visit our website at www.europeanlotteryguild.com • Email us at info@europeanlotteryguild.com
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PRIZE SUMMARY FOR 2010
FIRST-PLACE PRIZE POOL

R6 640 920 000.00

DRAW LOCATION:

Madrid, Spain

SECOND-PLACE PRIZE POOL

R2 213 640 000.00

TICKET AVAILABILITY:

Limited
ODDS TO WIN A PRIZE:

THIRD-PLACE PRIZE POOL

R1 106 820 000.00

1 in 6.37

T T T

PRIZE PAYOUT RATIO:

70% of money from ticket sales
is returned as prizes
TAX STATUS:

100% Spanish tax-free

TOTAL PRIZE POOL WORTH OVER

For complete conditions of entry, write to the
address stated herein and quote reference EGH/EGO.
E&O.E.

SUBSIDIARY PRIZE POOL

R16 380 936 000.00
R26 300 000 000.00

ENTRY GUARANTEE
European Lottery Guild hereby
guarantees that you will receive
confirmation of your official entry and
ticket numbers. For your security,
your tickets are guaranteed to be held
in a locked vault in Madrid, Spain.
Furthermore, you will receive a Final
Statement and a complete list of the
winning numbers after the draw. Full
payment of your prize money is 100%
assured.

S KEEP THIS PORTION S

DRAW SPECIFICATIONS:
DRAW DATE:
December 22nd, 2010

S KEEP THIS PORTION S

R26 300 000 000.00
Total prizes worth over

S KEEP THIS PORTION S

T T T
KEEP THIS PORTION

You are invited to participate in `El Gordo´—the giant Christmas draw of the
Spanish Lotería Nacional. This is the biggest and most anticipated lottery of the year.

AUTHORISED SIGNATURE
Entry fee is all-inclusive. No further payment is
required by European Lottery Guild if you win a
prize. We advise readers against dealing with any
company that may request additional payment to
cover charges related to winning a lottery.

Reserve your `El Gordo´ tickets now. Quantities are limited,
so complete the Ticket Reservation Form below immediately to ensure eligibility.

T `EL GORDO´ TICKET RESERVATION FORM T
EGH/EGO

WAJ001
S RETURN THIS PORTION S

Mr/Mrs
Ms/Miss _________________________ _______________________________

City ______________________________ Postcode _____________________

(tick one box below)

Country ________________________________________________________
FOR NOTIFICATION
>

<

2
TICKET DECIMAS
5604

1271

1271

>

R700

R350

<

5604

<

5604

1271

AREA CODE

AREA CODE

PAYMENT BY: (tick one box)
>

R2 100

R1 400

AREA CODE

Cellular/Mobile ( _______ ) ____________ Fax ( _______ ) ________________
Email __________________________________________________________

3
TICKET DECIMAS

>

OF WINNINGS
Telephone ( ________ ) ____________________________________________

H Personal Cheque/Postal Order in South African rand (Please make payable to

“Consumer Direct Marketing” whom we have contracted to provide secure
local cheque processing for our customers.)
H Visa

H MasterCard

Card Number

5
TICKET DECIMAS
<

5604

1271

FULL TICKET**

>

<

5604

1271

>

[COMPLETE SET
OF 10 DECIMAS]

CVV Number (required to process your order)
This number appears in the signature panel on the back of the
card. It is the last 3 digits AFTER the credit card number.

R7 000

Card Expiry Date
ALL PRICES ARE IN SOUTH AFRICAN RAND.
*
Tickets are printed in sets of 10. Each
ticket you order is one decima, which is
1/10 of a total set. A half ticket is 1/20
of a total set.
**
A full ticket has 10 decimas all with
the same number, so winners receive
10 times more money than with a
single ticket.
©2010 EAD-207S 8 EGB A20 EZAR 004

For illustration purposes, prizes
are converted at a yearly average exchange rate of 1 Euro (EUR)
= R11.3520 and are shown as
rounded approximations. Exchange
rates fluctuate and exact amounts
may vary. Entry fee includes
postage, handling and agents’
charges. Valid only where legal.
Not valid for residents of the
Netherlands, Spain, U.S.A. or
Liechtenstein.
E.&O.E.

RETURN THIS FORM TO:
Priority Processing Centre, Postbus 74101
1070 BC Amsterdam, THE NETHERLANDS
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1271

S RETURN THIS PORTION S

5604

Y

Y

Signature
______________________________________________

DAY
MONTH YEAR
Date of Birth ____
/____
/____ (You must be 18 years or older)

If you do not wish to receive information and offers from other organisations carefully selected by
European Lottery Guild, please let us know.

URGENT DEADLINE: ENTRY MUST BE
RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 15th, 2010.
After this date, please call or fax to confirm ticket availability.
FOR FASTER ENTRY USING YOUR CREDIT CARD:
From within South Africa, call TOLL-FREE: 0800 980 657 (Mon–Fri 5pm–6am; Saturday 5pm–1am, SAST) or
FAX FREE to: 0800 980 648. From elsewhere, telephone: INT’L + 1 604 675-2704 or fax: INT’L + 1 604 675-2708.

S RETURN THIS PORTION S

1
TICKET DECIMA*

1/2
TICKET DECIMA*
<

R3 500

T T T

PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

of the famous Spanish Lotería Nacional on
FIRST NAME
SURNAME
December 22nd, 2010, with a chance to participate Address ________________________________________________________
in over R26.3 billion (%2.3 billion) in prize money. _______________________________________________________________
Please reserve the following tickets for me:

RETURN THIS PORTION

T T T

YES, I wish to enter the giant `El Gordo´ draw
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[ HELPING HANDS ]

BEAR NECESSITIES
HOW A PIONEERING CHARITY IS
HELPING TRAUMATISED CHILDREN
WO R DS A ND PHOTOS BY PIERRE DE V ILLIERS

THE TYGERBEAR FOUNDATION for
Traumatised Children and Families believes
a bear is a necessity in life. Over the past 12
years, the charity – which is based at the
Tygerberg Hospital in Cape Town – has
used everyone’s favourite cuddly toy, the
teddy bear, to bring great comfort to kids
who suffer physical and mental abuse.
When traumatised children are brought
to Tygerberg Hospital, they are taken to
the TygerBear care centre, a cheerfully

106

decorated space ﬁlled with toys, where
youngsters receive psycho-social care. On
arrival, each child gets to pick a teddy bear,
knitted by volunteers, which they can keep
with them while being examined by doctors.
When the young patients are discharged,
their new friend goes home with them.
“The bear is of enormous therapeutic value
and a physical token of love and commitment
to each of the children committed to the
centre,” says Manette de Jager, the director of
the TygerBear Foundation. “It is often the one
and only plaything these kids have ever called
their own. The comfort bear is an important
tool for the social workers to help the children
who are scared and lonely to feel special again.
The teddy bear becomes a conﬁdant in whom
to conﬁde secrets and seek comfort from.”
De Jager points out that the teddy bears
also give therapists valuable insights into
the abused children’s mental state.
“Their choice of bears says a lot about how
they are feeling,” she says. “An example is
a little boy with severe burn wounds who
came to the centre to choose his bear. After
standing in front of all the bears, he picked
one of the less attractive ones because, as he
put it: ‘This is the one that looks like me.’”
Following the success of the psychosocial care centre, TygerBear opened a
training and counselling centre in 2002 and
a dedicated care centre to give counselling
to the survivors of rape in 2008.
To assist as many people as possible, the
charity has also launched the Mobile Outreach
Bear Initiative, a mobile TygerBear unit that
visits different parts of the Western Cape, and
the Cuddle Bear project, where bears
are handed to children at scenes of
accidents. While paramedics tend to the
children’s loved ones, a teddy bear is used
to distract the youngster’s attention.
“An innocent bystander can suffer even longerlasting emotional scars of fear, rejection
pelessness,”
and a feeling of utter hopelessness,”
matised child
says De Jager. “The traumatised
nto and to
needs a friend to hold onto
feel safe with – this is thee role of the
teddy bear. It symbolisess
caring, safety and
protection to the child.”
www.tygerbear.org.za
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Annie

À L’A

Artscape Opera
House, Le Cap
» 13 NOV. AU 3 DÉC

Vous connaissez la
chanson Tomorrow
de cette célèbre
comédie musicale
de Broadway.
Adaptée de la BD
d’Harold Gray, Little
Orphan Annie, avec
une musique de
Charles Strouse, des
paroles de Martin
Charnin et un livret
de Thomas Meehan.

www.computicket.com

Discovery
Cape Times
Big Walk

Whisky Live Festival
International Convention Centre, Le Cap » 3 AU 5 NOV
Sandton Convention Centre » 10 AU 13 NOV
LES SUD-AFRICAINS SONT AMATEURS DE
WHISKY. Selon des études de marchés

récentes, l’Afrique du Sud est le cinquième
marché du monde pour ce produit. Rien
d’étonnant donc à ce que les Whiskey Live
Festivals du Cap et de Johannesbourg soient
les plus grands évènements mondiaux du
genre et rassemblent chaque année plus de
15 000 amateurs de whisky.
Ceux qui pensent que ces festivals ne
consistent qu’à boire se fourvoient. On y
trouve des ateliers où des experts
internationaux proposent des dégustations,
une zone consacrée à l’alliance entre mets

ﬁns et whiskys, ainsi que l’apprentissage
interactif des assemblages dans l’espace
Dewar et de l’utilisation des cartes de goûts
pour élargir ses horizons gustatifs.
Si vous êtes collectionneur, vous pourrez
également participer aux enchères sur la
plus ancienne bouteille de single malt au
monde, un Mortlach 70 ans d’âge. Tous les
produits de la vente seront versés à la
Foundation for Alcohol Related Research
(FARR).
Attention, vous devez avoir plus de 18 ans
pour visiter le site internet ci-dessous :
www.whiskylivefestival.co.za

RAID MAPUTO MARRACUENE
4X4 & MOTOS
Marracuene, Maputo, Mozambique
» 10 NOVEMBRE

PHOTO GETTY

CET ÉVÉNEMENT ANNUEL permet aux résidents et aux

visiteurs de Maputo d’explorer les environs au nord de la
ville en sortant des sentiers battus. Il ne s’agit pas d’une
course de vitesse ni d’une compétition, mais d’une ﬂânerie
avec famille et amis et d’une occasion pour donner à votre
4X4 un peu d’exercice.
www.clubofmozambique.com

Plusieurs sites, Le
Cap » 14 NOV
Environ 30 000
personnes participent chaque année
à la Discovery Cape
Times Big Walk.
Vous avez le choix
de 8 itinéraires de
5 à 80 km pour
collecter des fonds
pour des organisations caritatives.

www.bigwalk.co.za

Gary Player
Invitational
Links Golf Course,
Fancourt, George
» 18 AU 21 NOV

La légende sudafricaine du golf
Gary Player organise
sa propre compétition pour la Player
Foundation, le Red
Cross War Memorial
Children’s Hospital
du Cap, le Masizame
Children’s Shelter
de Greater Bitou et
l’initiative Sabine
Plattner African
Charities. Ce
tournoi regroupe un
homme d’affaires,
une star, un joueur
régulier du circuit
et un champion
de la discipline au
sein d’équipes. Le
meilleur score sur
36 trous remportera
le prix de 250 000 R.

http://garyplayerinvitational.com
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AGENDA
AR Rahman
Jai Ho World
Tour
Sun City Superbowl, Sun City,
North-West
» 20 NOV

Grand Arena, Grand
West, Le Cap
» 24 NOV

» 26 NOV

A.R. Rahman,
compositeur de
la musique de
Slumdog Millionaire
et star de Bollywood,
se rendra en Afrique
du Sud pour commémorer les 150
ans de l’installation
des premiers
Indiens en Afrique
australe. Surnommé
le « Mozart de
Madras » par Time
Magazine, il a été
récompensé par
2 Golden Globes et
2 Oscars.

www.arrahman.com

Trevor Noah
- Scratch That
The Fringe au
Joburg Theatre,
Johannesbourg
» 23 NOV. AU 5 DÉC

Le comique Trevor
Noah s’aventure
là où il ne faut pas.
Comme toujours,
le meilleur de la
comédie.

GLENDOWER BIRDS AND
FORESTS FESTIVAL
Glendower, Magoebaskloof,
Limpopo » 13 AU 15 NOVEMBRE

PAS BESOIN D’ÊTRE

écologiste forcené pour
célébrer la biodiversité de
la région de Magoebaskloof,
un des itinéraires principaux
d’observation des oiseaux
du Greater Limpopo, avec sa
multitude d’oiseaux, d’arbres,
de poissons, de grenouilles,
de mammifères, de papillons
et de reptiles.
Organisée par Birdlife
South Africa et sponsorisée
par le whisky Glendower, c’est
la 4e édition de ce populaire

festival ornithologique
sud-africain. Des spécialistes
y participeront, tels que Mark
Anderson de Birdlife S.A.,
André Botha de l’Endangered
Wildlife Trust et Derek
Solomon, ornithologue et
guide. Des promenades
seront également organisées
dans les diverses forêts de
la région, comme celle de
Woodbush, dans
l’Afromontane et la Black
Forest, ainsi que dans les
forêts ripuaires des chutes

de Debengeni et dans le
Letaba supérieur.
Des guides et des
ornithologues locaux
accompagneront ces sorties
aﬁn de ne manquer aucun
oiseau, en particulier le
tchagra à tête noire, le
perroquet robuste, le milan
des chauves-souris et le
sénégali vert.
www.golimpopo.com

PHOTOGRAPHIE GETTY

Moses Mabhida
Stadium, Durban,
KwaZulu-Natal

www.computicket.com

THE BABY
EXPO
Coca-Cola Dome,
Johannesbourg
» 25 AU 27 NOV

Cette exposition
familiale propose
quatre éditions
par an, à la joie
des petits, ravis de
retrouver Barney et
ses amis. Il y aura
des spectacles, des
concours, des lancements de produits
et plusieurs ateliers
pour tous. www.

thebabyexpo.co.za

112

GLOBAL EXPO BOTSWANA
Botswana Conference and Exhibition
Centre, Gaborone » 17-20 NOVEMBRE
L’ANNÉE DERNIÈRE, Global

Expo Botswana a attiré
160 exposants de 11 pays,
plus de 5 000 visiteurs et des
affaires d’une valeur de plus
de 8,1 millions $. Pourtant,
selon les organisateurs,
l’édition de cette année
fera pâlir la précédente.

Sur le thème des
partenariats stratégiques et
des opportunités au-delà de
la crise économique, l’expo
de cette année explorera de
nouveaux marchés,
promouvra les biens et
services régionaux, facilitera
la formation de coentreprises

et assistera les entreprises
locales dans l’exportation.
www.globalexpo.co.bw
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[ADVERTORIAL]
[DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO]

6JG*GCTVDGCVQH

.7$7/$#5*+
F

ollowing a competitive tender process, Lonrho plc has been
awarded the redevelopment and subsequent management
contract for the Grand Karavia Hotel in Lubumbashi by the
Government of the Democratic Republic Of Congo (DRC).

The Grand Karavia Hotel is currently the only large-scale accommodation
facility in Lubumbashi, the burgeoning centre of the copper and cobalt
industry in the DRC.

The Grand Hotel has been restored to International five-star standards
by Lonrho PLC with a total investment in excess of US$ 20 million,
Lonrho Hotel management services managed the refurbishment program
and continue to manage the day to day operations.
The Katanga province, of which Lubumbashi is the capital, is an
international attraction for companies such as Phelps Dodge, Anvil,
Nikanor, and First Quantum, who invested in excess of US$ 12 billion
in natural resource projects in this region.
David Lenigas, Executive Chairman of Lonrho, said “Lubumbashi is
experiencing significant economic growth as new copper and cobalt
projects are planned and come on line.” David also implied that the new
Grand Karavia Hotel is a fitting testament to the progress in the country
since the democratic elections, and an asset that the DRC Government
can be proud of.

The Grand Karavia Hotel is the business and leisure
centre of Lubumbashi (DRC) – a full service hotel to suit
discerning business travellers, diners, group meetings and
celebrations, or simply just “to be seen”.

The Grand Karavia Hotel is located in one of Lubumbashi’s most beautiful
suburbs, between a natural lake and a prestigious golf course. The hotel
with its landscaped gardens offers close to 200 rooms, including standard
and executive rooms, luxury suites, and a presidential suite.

Tel:
Web:

+243 (0)81 558 3058
www.grandkaraviahotel.com

Standard rooms are fitted with Queen-size beds, wireless internet
connection, tea or coffee making facilities, wall mounted LCD TV’s with
satellite channels and telephones.
Executive rooms include all standard room features and are located on a
dedicated floor with secure entrance and a 24-hour butler service.
In addition to the standard features, luxury suites have king-size beds,
butler service, separate living rooms, mini bars, and private dining areas.
The presidential suite has a North-facing open plan lounge and dining
area, separate study, guest cloakroom, guest en suite bedroom, master
bedroom, walk-in dressing room, and en suite bathroom.
The Grand Karavia Hotel was officially opened by His Excellence
President Joseph Kabila on June 15th 2010

No.60320 Grand Karavia Hotel NEW.indd 1
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We’ve earned our stripes.
your complete domestic & international logistical service provider

HEAD OFFICE JOHANNESBURG 011 457 3200/011 457 3126
•BLOEMFONTEIN 051 411 4999/051 447 3986 •CAPE TOWN 021 526 8600/021 551 8259 •DURBAN 031 581 5800/031 569 6206
•EAST LONDON 043 731 2677/043 731 2222 •GEORGE 044 874 0660/044 874 0650
•KIMBERLEY 053 841 0382/053 841 0369 •NELSPRUIT 013 752 3993/013 752 5929 •PIETERMARITZBURG 033 346 0204/033 346 0291
•POLOKWANE 015 297 7798/015 297 7880 •PORT ELIZABETH 041 581 4612 •PRETORIA 012 349 4300/012 349 1284
•RUSTENBURG 014 596 7775/014 596 7707 •VAAL TRIANGLE 016 933 4297 016 931 3550

www.bercoexpress.co.za
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[ SOUS LE SOLEIL ]

DES HAUTS ET DES BAS
QUE VOUS SAUTIEZ DE 216 MÈTRES OU QUE VOUS RAMPIEZ AU FOND
D’UNE GROTTE, L’AFRIQUE AUSTRALE VOUS OFFRE DES AVENTURES
AÉRIENNES AUSSI BIEN QUE SOUTERRAINES. TE XTE BE NNIE VISSE R

ILLUSTRATION GARY NEILL

Les grottes de Cango
On ne peut s’empêcher de se demander si les
impressionnantes grottes enfouies au plus profond de
l’aride massif de Klein Karoo ont déjà été découvertes
par l’homme. On pardonnera aisément aux visiteurs
d’imaginer que de nombreux recoins du réseau
de grottes de Cango demeurent inexplorés.
Selon les chercheurs, ces grottes ont été découvertes au
début de l’âge de pierre, il y a plus de 2 millions d’années.
En 1972 encore, l’homme n’y avait pénétré que jusqu’à
environ 750 mètres, avant qu’on arrive à passer un étroit
goulot. C’est alors que ce qu’on appelle maintenant « Cango
II » a été exploré, suivi de « Cango III », en passant par une
ancienne veine d’eau souterraine, trois ans plus tard.
On sait à présent que les grottes de Cango s’enfoncent
à 4 kilomètres sous les montagnes de Swartberg, près
d’Oudtshoorn, dans le massif aride et spectaculaire du Petit
Karoo. Les visites guidées n’en parcourent qu’un kilomètre.
Il existe deux visites : « normale » et « aventure ».
Dès le début de la visite normale, la température chute
(il fait souvent 40° en été à l’extérieur), l’humidité est
palpable et une odeur de renfermé prend au nez.
Il ne faut pas longtemps pour atteindre la magniﬁque salle
de Van Zyl. À 90 mètres, sa longueur est presque celle d’un
terrain de rugby, 50 mètres de large et elle atteint entre 14
et 18 mètres de haut. D’anciennes stalactites et stalagmites
ornent la pièce. Elles ont été formées au cours de 250 000
à 500 000 ans par les gouttes d’eau qui ont déposé leur
petit amas de substances chimiques dissoutes au plafond
d’où elles tombent ou au sol où elles atterrissent. La pensée
de ces 100 mètres d’épaisseur de calcaire au-dessus de la
voûte du Van Zyl’s Hall peut donner quelques sueurs froides.

CANGO

Les grottes de
Cango sont certes
impressionnantes,
mais elles ne sont
nullement les plus
longues au monde.
Cet honneur revient
à Mammoth Cave.

Les visites normales
des grottes de
Cango coûtent
64 R par adulte et
32 R par enfant et
durent une heure.

Un large passage donne sur une salle légèrement plus
petite, appelée Botha’s Hall. Les formations des grottes ont
été baptisées par les générations successives, de la « tour
penchée de Pise » au « pupitre » en passant par « la chambre
nuptiale » et même « le cercueil » et « la cuisine du diable ».
La visite normale s’achève à environ 500 m de profondeur
sur un sol assez horizontal. C’est là que la visite aventure
commence. On comprend immédiatement son nom : les
visiteurs commencent par descendre les 200 degrés de
« l’échelle de Jacob », construite par l’homme, pour s’enfoncer
dans les labyrinthes des profondeurs de la montagne. On
monte et on descend ensuite par des allées et des tunnels
à travers des salles telles que l’étroite « allée du lumbago »,
de 85 m, le « tunnel de l’amour », entre 30 et 75 cm de
haut, et une salle appelée « mines du Roi Salomon ».

Les grottes de
Cango sont à 29 km
d’Oudtshoorn, qui
est environ 60 km
au nord-nord-ouest
de George.

SA Express propose
jusqu’à trois
vols quotidiens
aller-retour entre
Johannesbourg
et George en
semaine et quatre
le dimanche.

Les grottes de
Cango
● +27 44 272 7410
● reservations@
cangocaves.co.za
● www.cangocaves.
co.za
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Saut à l’élastique
Les responsables du saut à l’élastique du pont de
Bloukrans tiennent à avertir des effets secondaires
observés durant quelques jours à quelques mois
après les sauts. Les plus fréquents sont le « sourire »
et l’euphorie, liée à l’adrénaline, d’après saut.
L’Afrique du Sud n’a pas la plus longue grotte du monde,
mais à moins de trois heures de route des grottes de Cango,
les amateurs de sensations fortes trouveront le plus haut
saut à l’élastique. La plateforme, juste sous la N2, s’élève à

BLOUKRANS

116

Un saut coûte
650 R par personne
et la visite du pont,
100 R. Le pont de
Bloukrans est situé
à 100 km à l’est de
George sur la N2.

Les tarifs incluent
la dose gratuite
d’adrénaline et
les sauts ne sont
pas recommandés
pour les personnes
souffrant
d’acrophobie.

216 m au dessus de la rivière Bloukrans. Étourdissant.
Aucune expérience préalable n’est nécessaire pour se
lancer. La gravité se chargera de vous faire rapidement
accélérer vers la rivière et l’élastique empêche l’accélération
de s’achever en collision dramatique. Il ne reste qu’à
proﬁter de l’adrénaline pure libérée par la chute.
Dans les années 50, David Attenborough et une équipe
de tournage ont ﬁlmé de jeunes hommes au Vanuatu,
sautant de plateformes en bois, des lianes attachées à leurs
chevilles. Ces sauts démontraient leur virilité et leur courage.
Le saut à l’élastique moderne a vu le jour en 1979, du pont
suspendu de Bristol, en Angleterre, grâce à des membres
du Oxford University Dangerous Sports Club. Les sauts
réguliers du pont de Bloukrans ont commencé en 1997.
Les organisateurs proposent également des visites
du pont pour tous ceux qui souffrent de conditions
médicales ou qui ne sont pas adeptes d’adrénaline.
« Face Adrenaline » s’occupe du saut à l’élastique et
afﬁche un historique où les accidents sont 100 % absents,
un équipement conforme aux normes internationales les
plus exigeantes et un personnel formé et expérimenté qui
garantit le bon déroulement de cette expérience unique.

Les femmes
enceintes et toute
personne souffrant,
de désordres
cardiaques ou
d’autres conditions
physiqiues opteront
pour la visite du pont.

Les sauts
réguliers du pont
de Bloukrans a
commencé en 1997
suite à des sauts
dimilaires du pont
de Gouritz Bridge.

ILLUSTRATION GARY NEILL

[ SOUS LE SOLEIL ]

Face Adrenaline
● +27 42 2811 451
● info@
faceadrenalin.com
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LES ÎLES
VAPOREUSES
TROUVEZ LA PAIX ET LA TRANQUILLITÉ SUR
DES PLAGES DÉSERTES ET ENSOLEILLÉES À
DEUX PAS DE MAPUTO
TEXTE E T IMAGES RICH ARD H O L MES

« BOM DIA ! Bienvenue à Inhaca »,

s’exclame le serveur en souriant
comme il s’approche de ma table sur
la pelouse du Pestana Inhaca Lodge.
Son plateau est chargé de verres
givrés aux couleurs de la célèbre
bière « dosh-em » mozambicaine.
Hmm, une MacMahon glacée
semble l’introduction parfaite à
une après-midi torride à Inhaca.
J’ai quitté Le Cap il y a à peine
quelques heures. Seulement
15 minutes de vol à travers la baie de
Maputo et me voilà sur cette île à des
lieues du tumulte de la ville. Quarante
kilomètres d’océan séparent Inhaca de
la capitale. Les gratte-ciel de Maputo
sont d’ailleurs visibles à l’horizon.

Je commande des calamars grillés,
tout frais débarqués des bateaux de
pêche qui dansent dans la baie, et
m’enfonce dans mon siège. Une bandeson des années 80 gazouille dans les
jardins tandis que plus loin, une famille
joue au bingo. À bien des égards,
Inhaca est une bulle hors du temps.
Bien que l’île propose plusieurs
établissements hôteliers et gîtes,
Pestana Inhaca Lodge en est la
« grande dame », une généreuse
maîtresse de maison accueillant ses
visiteurs à l’ancienne, avec ses serveurs
aux chemises hawaïennes aussi
colorées que les cocktails qu’ils servent
aux familles du Gauteng groupées
autour de l’immense piscine extérieure.

Suites disséminées dans les
luxuriants jardins, aire de jeu
permettant aux enfants de s’ébattre,
tables réservées chaque soir selon
le numéro de chambre sont l’attrait
principal de l’hôtel. Contrairement
aux grands complexes de Maurice
avec leurs luxueuses fantaisies, on
trouve ici le mélange traditionnel
de soleil, de mer et de sable.
Pendant que des familles préfèrent
lézarder au bord de la piscine, les plus
actifs trouveront facilement à explorer
sur l’île. À la pointe de la péninsule de
Machangulo, Inhaca est un microcosme
du Mozambique, des mangroves
aux vastes plages en passant par
des récifs coralliens vierges.
I N D W E N O V E M B R E 201 0
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INHACA EST UN MICROCOSME DU
MOZAMBIQUE – DES MANGROVES AUX PLAGES
EN PASSANT PAR DES RÉCIFS C ORALLIENS.
La vie sur l’île est surtout tournée
vers la mer et les récifs protégés au sud
du complexe sont l’un des plus beaux
lieux d’observation du monde sousmarin. Avec l’humidité ambiante, je
me suis jeté à l’eau avec délectation.
Les nombreuses excursions
gratuites dans les bien nommés
« Coral Gardens » permettent
d’admirer les récifs armé d’un masque
et d’un tuba. Les vastes plaques de
corail tabulaire, les pointes acérées des
cornes de cerf et les étranges faviidae
bleues abritent des myriades d’espèces
marines. Depuis plus de 30 ans, de
larges pans de la côte sont des zones
marines protégées. Voilà pourquoi
les coraux sont si bien conservés.
Je décide ensuite de braver la
route cabossée qui mène au Museo
de Biología Marina, le centre de
recherche marine de l’île. Les
scientiﬁques y effectuent depuis les
années 50 un travail de conservation
et d’étude de la vie marine et même

120

les décennies de guerre civile n’ont
pas vraiment fait obstacle aux
soins apportés aux côtes de l’île.
Inhaca abrite également plusieurs
sites de nidiﬁcation de tortues. De
novembre à mars, les touristes
afﬂuent sur l’île pour admirer
le retour à la mer des jeunes
caouannes, carets et tortues luth.

L’HEURE BLEUE
Le musée est un petit sanctuaire
poussiéreux présentant des espèces
marines ﬂottant à tout jamais dans
une mer de formol. Non loin, des
serpents vous ﬁxent du regard,
entourés d’une collection un peu
décalée de créatures, gigantesques
ou minuscules, qui ont péri sur l’île.
Avec ses récifs coralliens, ses
mangroves et ses végétations de dunes,
Inhaca abrite aussi plus de 300 espèces
d’oiseaux, pour le plus grand bonheur
des ornithophiles. Les pufﬁns à menton
blanc planent au dessus de l’eau. Les

martins-chasseurs des mangroves
et pluviers crabiers chassent dans
les vasières. Au sud, la péninsule de
Cabo Santa Maria, toute proche par
bateau, abrite pélicans et ﬂamants, en
plus d’être un site de plongée prisé.
Lorsque je m’allonge enﬁn dans
un transat à l’hôtel, l’humidité se fait
sentir. La température se rafraîchit
au crépuscule, quand les lumières
de Maputo scintillent au loin et
qu’on n’entend plus que le clapotis
de l’eau sur la coque des bateaux de
pêche. Les enfants jouent avec leurs
ﬁlets sur la jetée aux reﬂets safran,
les hérons cendrés retournent vers
leur nid dans les forêts denses des
dunes. La prise du jour est ramenée
au rivage dans les ﬁlets de pêche avant
de partir vers les cuisines de l’île.
L’hôtel propose un menu ﬁxe
chaque soir, mais de nombreux
pensionnaires préfèrent s’aventurer
dans le village juste à côté. C’est là
que se trouve l’informel Restaurant
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Lucas, institution de l’île sans
chichis mais pleine de charme.
Le menu simple regorge de poissons
et de fruits de mer, des poulpes aux
crabes et aux crevettes parmi les
meilleures du Mozambique. Les pieds
dans le sable et un toit rustique audessus de la tête, il ne manque que la
vue sur la mer. Mais les couleurs locales
des festivités du vendredi soir sufﬁsent
à remplir les yeux et les oreilles.
Samedi matin : la plage est en
effervescence. Le ferry de Maputo, plus
lent mais plus abordable que l’avion,

PAGE DE GAUCHE : LA
JETÉE EST LE POINT
PRINCIPAL D’ARRIVÉE
À INHACA. CI-DESSUS
ET CI-DESSOUS À
GAUCHE : LA PISCINE
D’EAU SALÉE ET LA
LOGE PRINCIPALE
DE PESTANA INHACA
LODGE.

a jeté l’ancre et des petits bateaux
transportent les marchandises, les
Maputais venus pour le week-end et
les routards désargentés au milieu
des sacs de riz et des pneus de voiture.
L’île est presque exclusivement
approvisionnée par bateau et la moitié
du village accueille chaque arrivée.
Mon bateau se dirige vers un
endroit plus calme. Les plages à
l’eau peu profonde de la côte ouest
d’Inhaca ne sont pas idéales pour
nager. Il faut se rendre à environ
2 km au sud de la jetée. L’hôtel propose
donc une navette gratuite vers
Portuguese Island, à 3 km de la côte.

UNE ÎLE RIEN QUE POUR SOI
Là, avec quelques pêcheurs locaux
pour seule compagnie, vous pourrez
jouer les Robinson. L’île est totalement
inhabitée et les longues étendues de
sable blanc et les eaux cristallines
en font le lieu idéal pour bronzer et
se prélasser dans l’eau. Mais gardez

À SAVOIR
Où se loger
Le Pestana
Inhaca Lodge
est un hôtel
quatre étoiles
à proximité
de la jetée et
à quelques
kilomètres
de l’aéroport.
Le vol depuis
Maputo dure
15 minutes.
+258 21 305 000
www.pestana.com
Visas
Les SudAfricains n’ont
pas besoin
de visa pour
se rendre au
Mozambique,
mais votre
passeport doit
être valide pour
les six mois
suivant la date
de votre retour.
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AU MENU, DE LA POULPE ET DU
CRABE AINSI QUE LES MEILLEURES
CREVETTES QUE J’AIE JAMAIS
MANGÉES AU MOZAMBIQUE.
l’œil sur l’horizon et guettez les
bateaux de croisière. C’est en effet
une étape populaire en été, avec les
foules que cela suppose. Sinon, vous
aurez la plage pour vous tout seul.
Même accompagné d’autres visiteurs
pour la journée, vous trouverez un
coin au calme sans difﬁculté.
La brise marine a dissipé l’humidité.
L’horizon de Maputo, ma destination
suivante, se dessine à peine à ma droite,
alors qu’à l’est je vois approcher le
bateau qui doit me ramener vers Ilha

de Inhaca. Avant de retourner à
l’activité étourdissante de la ville,
je serai bercé encore une fois
par le bruissement des feuilles
de palmier dans les vapeurs
tropicales de cette île paisible.
_ I N F O R M AT I O N S
SA Express assure la liaison Maputo-Le Cap
quatre fois par semaine. Votre hôtel peut
organiser le court vol depuis Maputo. Deux
options de traversée en bateau : le ferry
Vodacom, du jeudi au dimanche, pour un trajet
d’environ deux heures, et des bateaux privés
plus rapides, à louer à Maputo.
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A weekend of warm
Maputo magic for only

R4 999!

EXPRESS BREAK

EXPERIENCE IT

Cape Town - Maputo

Escape the windy Cape. Fly to Maputo for a weekend for only
R4 999 per person – including ﬂights, hotel, meals, city tours,
Maputo nightlife, transfers and all taxes! It’s a bargain hey?
PACKAGE DEAL INCLUDES :
Friday
ð $UULYHDQGWUDQVIHUWRKRWHO
ð (DUO\6XQVHWGLQQHUDW&RVWDGR6RO
(Drinks excluded)

Sunday
ð 237,21$/)XOOGD\DWWKHEHDFK
(either Inhaca Island or Macaneta)
ð 'LQQHUDWOHLVXUH

Saturday
ð &LW\WRXULQFOXGLQJVWRSDWFXULRPDUNHW
ð /XQFKDWORFDOUHVWDXUDQW
ð $IWHUQRRQDWOHLVXUH
ð 'LQQHUDWOHLVXUH
ð 2XWRQWKHWRZQIURPWLOO
(Excludes entrance fees)

Monday
ð 7UDQVIHUWRWKHDLUSRUW
 (1'2)7285

Dine around option:
2ŉHUGLQHDURXQGRSWLRQDWIROORZLQJ
UHVWDXUDQWVFRXUVHPHDOLQFOXGLQJEHHURU
soft drink
ð 6DJUHV
ð &RVWDGR6RO
ð 3LUL3LUL
ð 'RFNV
ð :DWHUIURQW
Optional excursions:
ð 0DFDQHWDRU,QKDFDGD\WULS
ð &DWHPEHGD\WULS
ð 6XQGRZQHUFUXLVHIRUJURXSV

Terms and Conditions apply.

For more information call 011 978 3552 or 011 978 5089
RUHPDLOexpressbreak@ﬂyexpress.aero.
In Association with:

Visit www.ﬂyexpress.aero for domestic ﬂights to Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth, East London, Nelspruit, Kimberley, Hoedspruit, George,
Johannesburg, Richards Bay, Cape Town, Durban, and regional ﬂights to Lubumbashi, Gaborone, Windhoek, Walvis Bay and Maputo.
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Informations
relatives à la
sécurité
Santé

Équipements électroniques

Ordinateurs portables

Dans certains aéroports, les régulations en matière de santé publique
exigent que la cabine de l’avion soit
désinfectée par pulvérisation. Celle-ci
ne comporte aucun danger, mais si
vous êtes susceptible d’être aﬀecté par
la vaporisation, couvrez votre nez et
votre bouche avec un mouchoir.

Les passagers sont priés de ne pas
utiliser d’équipements électroniques
à bord de l’appareil aﬁn d’éviter toute
interférence avec les systèmes de
navigation de l’avion. Les stimulateurs
cardiaques, les appareils auditifs, les
horloges, les montres digitales, les
minuteries et les équipements médicaux agréés pour le transport aérien
sont toutefois autorisés.

Les ordinateurs portables (à l’exception
des lecteurs de CD-ROM), les
calculettes électroniques, les rasoirs
électriques et les appareils d’écoute
portables sont prohibés lorsque
l’avion roule au sol, mais ils sont
autorisés pendant la totalité du vol dès
l’extinction du signal de la ceinture de
sécurité. Dans certaines circonstances
toutefois, le personnel de bord peut
suspendre cette autorisation.

Restez assis
Pour leur sécurité, il est demandé aux
passagers de bien vouloir rester assis
en gardant leur ceinture de sécurité
attachée après l’atterrissage de l’avion,
jusqu’à l’extinction du témoin lumineux
par le commandant de bord.

Téléphones portables
L’utilisation des téléphones portables
est autorisée lorsque l’avion est au
sol et que les portes de l’appareil sont
ouvertes. Mais dès la fermeture des
portes et à la demande du personnel
de cabine, les téléphones mobiles doivent être éteints.

Équipements interdits
Les appareils suivants sont interdits
à bord : imprimantes portables,
pointeurs laser, magnétoscopes,
récepteurs satellite CB/AM/FM/FHF,
récepteurs-émetteurs radios, lecteurs
de disques compact et de mini disques,
scanners, jouets avec télécommande et
convertisseurs d’énergie.

Pour votre sécurité et voler en toute tranquillité, il est
conseillé de respecter ces consignes de base.

126
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L’excellence
du service
Notre vision
Congo Express ambitionne de devenir la meilleure
compagnie aérienne régionale, en oﬀrant un service
de qualité supérieure à nos passagers
tout en veillant à optimiser nos proﬁts.

Programme de voyageur fréquent
Congo Express est un partenaire à part entière du
programme de ﬁdélité de South African Airways.
Les passagers cumulent des miles à chaque vol sur
Congo Express, dans le cadre du programme de South
African Airways. Le programme Voyager est une
motivation idéale dans l’univers du voyage, les usagers peuvent valoriser leurs miles sur leurs futurs vols
ainsi que sur les services des partenaires de Voyager
au niveau domestique ou international.

Un service d’exception
Notre ﬁerté est de pouvoir oﬀrir un service incomparable. Grâce au niveau élevé de la formation de nos
équipes de cabine et de notre personnel au sol, nous
nous engageons à fournir un service d’excellence.
À bord, nous oﬀrons un concept exclusif de repas,
avec des menus variés de grande qualité, respectant
un équilibre alimentaire, sans oublier la présentation,
le goût et l’apport nutritionnel. Sur certains vols et
sans supplément de prix, les passagers peuvent aussi
savourer un verre de vin ou une boisson de notre
service bar.

NOS VALEURS FONDAMENTALES
Priorité à la sécurité

Responsabilité et intégrité

Adhésion rigoureuse aux standards
nationaux et internationaux de sécurité
pour assurer un transport aérien à la
fois sûr et confortable.

La pérennité de notre activité repose
sur la prise de responsabilité sociétale
à tous les stades, avec un engagement
sans réserve vis-à-vis des standards
professionnels et éthiques les plus
stricts.

Le service individuel
Répondre – aller au-delà même – des
attentes des clients et des employés
par la mise en place de standards
élevés de services attentionnés,
privilégiant l’excellence. Notre communication interne et externe doit reﬂéter
notre oﬀre de service dans une totale
transparence.

Un souci constant de
performance
Mise en place d’une stratégie bien déﬁnie et d’objectifs distincts clairement
énoncés, en accord avec nos prévisions

Passion
Le travail est eﬀectué avec enthousiasme et le désir d’accomplir ses tâches
de façon performante, en privilégiant
l’action. La passion se manifeste par un
vif intérêt voire un sens de l’admiration
pour l’esprit de la compagnie « Express
way ». La réussite, un principe central
dans la gestion de nos rapports professionnels, est récompensée, reconnue
et gloriﬁée dans une atmosphère où
priment la joie et la satisfaction.

Développement en interne
Formation proactive et développement
ciblé sur les exigences et les déﬁs de
nos métiers ainsi que sur la progression individuelle au sein du groupe.
Promotion également de la réussite
comme partie intégrante de notre
entreprise.

Grâce à un personnel bien formé et
au programme de ﬁdélité, nous
faisons tout pour vous satisfaire.
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We ﬂy for you
About us
SA Express is a domestic and regional, passenger
and cargo carrier established on 24 April 1994. SA
Express has since become one of the fastest-growing
regional airlines in Africa.
As a regional airline with route networks covering
major local and regional cities, SA Express plays a
signiﬁcant role in the country’s hospitality, travel
and tourism industry and is a vital contributor to the
continent’s socio-economic development.
The airline’s head oﬃce is based at OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg. SA Express has a
growing ﬂeet of 23 aircraft and implements technical
maintenance for all its ﬂeet types there.

SA Express vision
SA Express aims to become the most successful
regional airline, providing the best service to our
customers while optimising proﬁt.

SPECIAL SERVICES
Special meals

Skycheck

Passengers with special dietary
requirements are provided for through
the following special meals: kosher,
halal, Muslim, Hindu, low-fat and vegetarian meals. Orders for special meals
should be placed at the time of making
ﬂight reservations. The airline requires
a minimum of 48 hours’ notice prior
to departure in order to assist with
conﬁrmation of requests.

This is the airline’s special handluggage facility that assists with
in-ﬂight comfort, speedy boarding and
disembarking. When boarding one of
our ﬂights, simply place any hand luggage that will not be required during
the ﬂight on to the Skycheck cart at
the boarding steps of the aircraft. Your
hand luggage will be waiting for you as
you disembark from the aircraft at your
destination.

Passengers requiring special attention
Requirements for unaccompanied
minors (passengers under the age
of 12 years) or passengers requiring
wheelchairs should be stated at the
time of making the reservation. Owing
to the size of the cabins on our aircraft
types, the airline is not in a position to
carry stretcher passengers
or incubators.

Cabin baggage
SA Express will accept one piece of
cabin baggage not exceeding a total
dimension of 115cm and 7kg in weight.
For safety reasons, cabin baggage
must ﬁt into approved stowage spaces:
either the overhead luggage bin or under the seat. Owing to limited storage
space in the aircraft cabin, cabin baggage may be placed in the Skycheck at
the aircraft for hold stowage.

Baggage liability
Valuable items such as cameras and
accessories, computers – including
laptops and notebooks – mobile
telephones, perfumes, aftershaves, colognes, legal and company documents
and legal tender – including cash,
credit cards and cheques – bullion,
leather jackets, all types of jewellery
and any other items with a value in
excess of R400 must be removed from
either checked-in or Skycheck baggage
as the airline is not liable for loss or
damage to these items.
Veriﬁed baggage claims are settled on
the basis adopted by IATA (International Airlines Transport Association): payment of US$20 per 1kg of
checked-in luggage, to a maximum of
20kg ($400).

SA Express aims to give all
passengers maximum service
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Vision & values
SA Express acknowledges that its employees are its most important asset.
To this eﬀect, the company encourages
interaction and sharing of company
vision, information and goals at all
levels. The airline also prides itself on
its commitment to the creation of a
culture of transparency, integrity and
teamwork that celebrates the contributions of its diverse workforce.

We Fly For You
SA Express Airways prides itself on
aiming to oﬀer incomparable service
standards. In addition to building
on our motto to express excellence
and consistently striving to provide
the best service, we know that “you”
is the most important word in our
airline. SA Express proudly launched
its new brand on 2 December 2009
at OR Tambo International Airport.
The new brand is set to ensure that
it’s distinctive and positioned to build
awareness and aﬃnity in the domestic
and regional markets.

in line with the symbol and colours of
the national ﬂag, encouraging national
pride. The new brand will be applied to
all brand touch-points throughout the
operation as well as the staﬀ uniform.

CORE VALUES
Safety ﬁrst
Rigorous adherence to national and international
standards to ensure safe and comfortable air travel.

Awards
SA Express has won the AFRAA
Regional Airline of the Year Award at
the end of 2009, and the Allied and
Aviation Business Corporate Award.
Our airline was also the recipient of
the Annual Airline Reliability Award
from Bombardier at the end of 2007.
Other previous awards include the International Star Quality Award, which
indicates our commitment to service
excellence, while our prominence
as one of the top 500 best managed
companies is proof of our success as
a business.

Onboard service

The new proposition “We Fly for You”
is set to position SA Express as a
premier intra-regional African brand.
The main objective of the re-brand is
to ensure that SA Express is distinctive yet still aligned to the country’s
mainline carrier.

The airline’s onboard service is unique
and oﬀers passengers a variety of
meals or snacks on all ﬂights. The
airline pioneered its unique mealbox concept, and meal choices are
frequently updated and designed using
balanced food criteria: appearance,
taste and nutritional value. Passengers
can also enjoy a wine and malt service
on speciﬁed ﬂights as well as refreshments on all ﬂights.

SA Express’s unique positioning as
an airline that provides a bespoke,
personalised travel experience was the
rationale behind the proposition “We
Fly for You”. The new brand mark is

Our customers can expect a safe, comfortable, quality air-travel experience,
with the added beneﬁts of frequency,
reliability, on-time departures and
unmatched value for money.

Service before self
Meeting and exceeding customer and employee
expectations through caring and high standards of
service excellence. Both internal and external communication need to be in line with service delivery in
total transparency.

Performance-driven
Implementation of a well-deﬁned strategy and clearly
articulated corporate and individual objectives to
meet performance targets and ensure our growth.

Self-development
Proactive learning and development targeted to meet
the challenging demands of our jobs and holistic
individual growth, as well as to promote business
performance.

Accountability and integrity
Taking ownership of both responsibility and followthrough, with a commitment to only the highest
ethical and professional standards.

Passion
We have a passion for the “SA Express way”. Work
is delivered with enthusiasm and a desire for excellent performance. Success is rewarded, recognised
and celebrated in a fun and exciting manner in our
everyday interaction.

What makes SA Express stand head and
shoulders above its competitors?
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Fly from peri-peri prawns
to wine estates.
We’re committed to ﬂying you between Maputo and Cape Town on time
and in style. Enjoy all the convenience of frequent ﬂights four days a
week, seat availability and dedication to reliability. We ﬂy for you.

Visit www.ﬂyexpress.aero for domestic ﬂights to Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth, East London, Nelspruit, Kimberley, Hoedspruit, George,
Johannesburg, Richards Bay, Cape Town, Durban, and regional ﬂights to Lubumbashi, Gaborone, Windhoek, Walvis Bay and Maputo.
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Safety information
Health regulations

Cellular telephones

Prohibited equipment

Health regulations at certain airports
require that the aircraft cabin be
sprayed. The spray is harmless, but if
you think it might aﬀect you, please
cover your nose and mouth with a
handkerchief.

Cellular telephones may be used on
the ground while passenger doors
are open. Cellular telephones, smartphones or any device with ﬂight mode
must be switched oﬀ as soon as the
cabin doors are closed and when the
senior cabin-crew member makes an
announcement on the public-address
system.

Portable printers, laser pointers, video
equipment, CB/AM/FM/FHF/satellite
receivers, two-way radios, compact
disc and mini-disc players, scanners,
remote-controlled toys and power
converters are prohibited for use at
any time.

Remain seated
As a safety precaution, passengers
are requested to remain seated with
seatbelts fastened after the aircraft has
landed, until the seatbelt sign has been
switched oﬀ by the captain.

Portable electronic
equipment
Passengers are requested not to use
any electronic equipment on board
the aircraft as it may interfere with its
avionics system. Heart pacemakers,
hearing aids, clocks, watches, timers
and medical equipment approved for
use in aircraft, however, may be used
without restrictions.

Laptop computers
Laptop computers (excluding CDRoms), handheld calculators, electric
shavers and portable personal listening
devices may not be used on the ground
during taxi but may be used during
the ﬂight when the seatbelt signs are
switched oﬀ and with permission from
the captain. Should circumstances
dictate otherwise, a public-address announcement cancelling this concession
will be made by a crew member.

IMPORTANT
WHEN IN DOUBT,
PLEASE CONSULT OUR
CABIN CREW

Safety pamphlet
Please read the safety pamphlet in the
seat pocket in front of you and take
note of your nearest emergency exit.

Smoking
In accordance with international
trends, smoking is not permitted on
board any SA Express or Congo Express
ﬂights.

Seat belts
Please fasten your seat belt whenever
the seat belt signs are illuminated. For
your own safety we suggest that you
keep it fastened throughout the ﬂight.

For your comfort and security, please comply
with the following safety regulations at all
times while on board SA Express aircraft
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SA Express ﬂeet
Canadair Regional Jet 200 BER
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
474 knots/545mph/879kmph
Engines: Two General
Electric CF34-3B1
Range: 1,662miles/3,080km
Maximum altitude:
41,000ft/12,496m
Seating capacity: 50

Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 69ft 7in/21.21m
Overall length:
87ft 10in/26.77m
Overall height: 20ft 5in/6.22m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
51,000lb/23,134kg
Minimum runway length:
6,295ft/1,919m

De Havilland Dash 8 Series 300 Turboprop
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
285 knots/328mph/528kmph
Engines: Two Pratt &
Whitney PW123E
Turboprop engines range:
1,250 miles/2,000km
Maximum altitude:
25,000ft/7,620m

Seating capacity: 50
Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 90ft/27.4m
Overall length: 84ft 3in/25.7m
Overall height: 24ft 7in/7.49m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
43,000lb/19,505kg
Minimum runway length:
3,775ft/1,150m

De Havilland Dash 8 Series Q400 Turboprop
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
360knots/414mph/667kmph
Engines: Two Pratt & Whitney
Canada PW150A
turboprop engines
Range: 1,565 miles/2,519km
Maximum altitude:
25,000ft/7,620m

Seating capacity: 74
Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 93ft 3in/28.42m
Overall length: 107ft 9in/32.83m
Overall height: 27ft 5in/8.34m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
64,500lb/29,257kg
Minimum runway length:
4,580ft/1,396m

Canadair Regional Jet 700
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
473 knots/544mph/875kmph
Engines: Two General
Electric CF34-8C5B
Range: 1,477m/2,794km
Maximum altitude:
41,000ft/12,496m
Seating capacity: 70

Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 76ft 3in/23.2m
Overall length:
106ft 8in/32.51m
Overall height: 24ft 10in/7.57m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
72,750lb/32,999kg
Minimum runway length:
4,580ft/1,396m

SA Express ’s 25 aircraft, made by Bombardier Aerospace
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No.00000 SAX House (Corp) 1pp.in1 1

11/12/09 17:03:06

FLIGHT SCHEDULE
JOHANNESBURG - BLOEMFONTEIN
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1001
1011
1003
1003
1005
1021
1019
1007
1007
1017
1009
1009
1013
1025

DEP
06:10
07:30
08:00
08:00
09:30
10:15
11:35
12:25
12:35
13:40
14:40
14:55
16:25
18:20

ARR
07:10
08:30
09:05
09:15
10:30
11:20
12:40
13:40
13:50
14:40
15:45
16:00
17:40
19:25

FLT TIME
01:00
01:00
01:05
01:15
01:00
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:15
01:00
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:05

A/C
CR2
CR2
DH4
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH4

BLOEMFONTEIN - JOHANNESBURG
M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA

JOHANNESBURG - KIMBERLEY
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1101
1103
1113
1109
1105
1107

DEP
05:55
08:50
12:40
13:10
15:40
17:45

ARR
07:20
10:15
14:05
14:35
16:45
19:10

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:05
01:25

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
CR2
DH3

NO
1225
1221
1221

DEP
10:30
12:20
12:20

ARR
11:45
13:20
13:35

FLT TIME
01:15
01:00
01:15

A/C
DH3
CR2
DH3

NO
1261
1265
1265

DEP
08:10
14:00
16:00

ARR
09:20
15:10
17:10

FLT TIME
01:10
01:10
01:10

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3

NO
1401
1403
1403
1407
1409
1409

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR7
DH4

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
07:00 08:30 01:30
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1442

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1454
SA 1458

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DEP
07:30
08:45
09:15
13:00
18:05
18:05

ARR
09:00
10:15
10:45
14:30
19:35
19:50

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:45

NO
1501
1503
1503
1515
1505
1507
1513
1509

ARR
08:40
11:30
11:05
13:10
14:25
15:20
16:20
17:05

FLT TIME
01:50
02:15
01:50
01:50
01:50
01:55
01:50
01:50

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP
07:50
10:40
14:30
15:05
17:20
19:40

ARR
09:15
12:05
15:55
16:30
18:25
21:05

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:05
01:25

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
CR2
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP
12:15
14:00
14:15

ARR
13:30
15:15
15:15

FLT TIME
01:15
01:15
01:00

A/C
DH3
DH3
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

NO
1262
1266
1266

DEP
09:45
15:50
17:50

ARR
10:55
17:00
19:00

FLT TIME
01:10
01:10
01:10

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

NO
1404
1404
1406
1408
1410
1410

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR7
DH4

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
16:50 18:20 01:30
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP
10:50
11:25
14:00
15:05
20:05
20:25

ARR
12:20
12:55
15:30
16:35
21:30
22:10

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:25
01:45

DURBAN - JOHANNESBURG

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
07:55 09:30 01:35
CR2
17:35 19:10 01:35
CR7
DEP
06:50
09:15
09:15
11:20
12:35
13:25
14:30
15:15

A/C
DH4
DH4
CR2
CR2
DH4
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH4
DH3
CR2

EAST LONDON - JOHANNESBURG

PORT ELIZABETH - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - GEORGE
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT TIME
01:05
01:05
01:00
01:00
01:05
01:15
01:00
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:05

KRUGER MPUMALANGA (NELSPRUIT) - JOHANNESBURG

F

JOHANNESBURG - PORT ELIZABETH
FLT NO
SA 1453
SA 1457

NO
1226
1222
1222

W T

JOHANNESBURG - DURBAN
FLT NO
SA 1441

NO
1102
1104
1114
1110
1106
1108

M T

JOHANNESBURG - EAST LONDON
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

ARR
07:30
08:45
08:50
10:35
10:50
11:00
12:30
13:00
14:25
16:05
17:15
17:35
19:25
20:45

HOEDSPRUIT - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - KRUGER MPUMALANGA (NELSPRUIT)
FLT
SA
SA
SA

DEP
06:25
07:40
07:50
09:35
09:45
09:45
11:30
11:55
13:20
14:50
16:10
16:30
18:10
19:40

KIMBERLEY - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - HOEDSPRUIT
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1016
1028
1002
1010
1004
1004
1006
1022
1020
1008
1018
1012
1014
1026

DEP ARR
10:20 11:55
19:40 21:15

FLT TIME A/C
01:35
CR2
01:35
CR7

GEORGE - JOHANNESBURG
A/C
CR7
DH4
CR7
CR7
CR7
CR2
CR7
CR7

NO
1502
1504
1504
1516
1506
1506
1514
1510

DEP
09:10
12:00
11:40
13:50
14:55
16:00
17:00
17:45

ARR
10:50
14:10
13:20
15:30
16:35
17:50
18:40
19:25

FLT TIME
01:40
02:10
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:50
01:40
01:40

A/C
CR7
DH4
CR7
CR7
DH4
CR2
CR7
CR7

SA EXPRESS
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE, SUSPEND OR AMEND THIS PUBLISHED SCHEDULE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION
EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO OPERATE AS PER THE PLANNED SCHEDULE
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Domestic ﬂights
JOHANNESBURG - RICHARDS BAY
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1601
1613
1613
1603
1605
1607
1611

DEP
06:05
07:55
08:35
09:55
13:50
16:40
17:20

ARR
07:30
09:20
10:00
11:20
15:15
18:05
18:45

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25

RICHARDS BAY - JOHANNESBURG

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DURBAN - EAST LONDON
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1301
1309
1303
1305
1307

DEP
06:00
09:00
09:35
13:10
16:45

ARR
07:25
10:25
11:00
14:35
18:10

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25

NO
1330
1344
1334
1346
1336
1338
1350
1340
1342
1348

DEP
06:00
08:05
09:45
10:15
12:00
13:10
14:00
17:00
17:40
19:50

ARR
07:20
09:25
11:05
11:35
13:20
14:35
15:20
18:20
19:00
21:10

FLT TIME
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:25
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20

NO
1081
1091
1073
1093
1085
1095
1083

DEP
06:00
08:00
10:20
12:00
16:15
17:05
17:30

ARR
07:30
09:30
11:50
13:30
17:45
18:35
19:00

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30

NO
1371
1361
1365
1365
1377
1363
1367
1375
1369

DEP
06:00
08:45
10:05
10:10
12:00
13:00
14:15
17:20
18:25

ARR
07:25
10:10
11:30
11:35
13:25
14:25
15:40
18:50
19:50

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:30
01:25

NO
1801
1805
1803
1807
1813
1813
1809
1811
1823
1827
1829
1831

DEP
06:00
06:30
07:00
08:10
09:35
09:40
12:30
13:30
14:45
16:05
17:45
18:30

ARR
07:10
07:40
08:10
09:20
10:45
10:50
13:40
14:40
15:55
17:15
19:00
19:40

FLT TIME
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:15
01:10

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

NO
1302
1310
1304
1306
1308

DEP
07:50
11:00
11:25
15:05
18:45

ARR
09:05
12:15
12:40
16:20
20:00

FLT TIME
01:15
01:15
01:15
01:15
01:15

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

M T

W T

F

S

S

NO
1343
1331
1349
1333
1335
1345
1337
1339
1351
1347

DEP
06:20
07:55
08:25
09:55
11:15
11:55
14:05
15:10
15:50
17:50

ARR
07:40
09:15
09:45
11:15
12:35
13:15
15:25
16:30
17:10
19:10

FLT TIME
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

NO
1082
1092
1074
1094
1017
1086
1096

DEP
08:05
10:15
12:30
14:00
15:10
18:25
19:05

ARR
09:50
12:00
14:15
15:45
16:55
20:10
20:50

FLT TIME
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

EAST LONDON - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - PORT ELIZABETH
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30

BLOEMFONTEIN - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - EAST LONDON
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

ARR
08:20
09:30
11:00
11:40
12:10
13:20
17:15

PORT ELIZABETH - DURBAN

CAPE TOWN - BLOEMFONTEIN
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DEP
06:50
08:00
09:30
10:10
10:40
11:50
15:45

EAST LONDON - DURBAN

DURBAN - PORT ELIZABETH
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1616
1602
1620
1614
1614
1604
1606

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

NO
1372
1360
1362
1362
1366
1378
1364
1364
1368
1376
1370

DEP
08:05
09:35
10:45
10:50
12:05
13:55
15:00
15:05
16:10
19:15
20:25

ARR
09:45
11:15
12:25
12:30
13:45
15:40
16:45
16:45
17:50
21:00
22:05

FLT TIME
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:45
01:45
01:40
01:40
01:45
01:40

PORT ELIZABETH - CAPE TOWN
NO
1802
1806
1804
1808
1814
1812
1816
1824
1824
1826
1832
1834
1834
1830

DEP
07:45
08:20
08:50
10:10
11:40
12:10
14:15
15:10
15:15
16:40
18:00
19:05
19:10
19:30

ARR
09:05
09:40
10:10
11:30
13:00
13:30
15:35
16:35
16:35
18:00
19:20
20:25
20:30
20:55

FLT TIME
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:25
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:25

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
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FLIGHT SCHEDULE

Regional ﬂights

JOHANNESBURG - WALVIS BAY
FLT NO
SA 1701
SA 1701

DEP
11:25
11:30

ARR FLT TIME A/C
13:40 02:15
CR7
13:45 02:15
CR7

WALVIS BAY - JOHANNESBURG
M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1702
SA 1702

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1732
SA 1736

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1798
SA 1798

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1722
SA 1724

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT TIME A/C
02:25
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
SA 1786

JOHANNESBURG - WINDHOEK
FLT NO
SA 1731
SA 1735

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
06:15 08:15 02:00
CR2
17:15 19:15 02:00
CR2

NO
1761
1771
1763
1775
1775
1775
1765
1783
1767
1769

DEP
06:10
08:35
09:20
11:35
11:55
12:00
14:15
15:55
17:25
19:30

ARR
07:15
09:30
10:25
12:20
12:50
12:55
15:20
16:50
18:30
20:20

FLT TIME
01:05
00:55
01:05
00:45
00:55
00:55
01:05
00:55
01:05
00:50

A/C
DH3
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH3
CR2

DEP ARR
08:55 11:15
08:55 11:15

FLT TIME A/C
02:20
CR7
02:20
CR2

DEP
10:15
13:15

NO
1751
1753
1751
1755

DEP
07:50
11:00
15:45
16:15

ARR
09:55
13:05
17:50
18:20

FLT TIME
02:05
02:05
02:05
02:05

DEP ARR
09:30 11:55

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

M T

W T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
12:45 15:20 02:35
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
09:30 11:45 02:15
CR2
19:05 21:20 02:15
CR2

NO
1762
1762
1772
1764
1776
1776
1776
1776
1766
1784
1768

DEP
07:40
07:55
10:20
11:05
13:15
13:30
13:35
14:05
15:45
17:25
19:05

ARR
08:45
08:45
11:15
12:10
14:10
14:25
14:30
15:00
16:50
18:20
20:10

FLT TIME
01:05
00:50
00:55
01:05
00:55
00:55
00:55
00:55
01:05
00:55
01:05

DEP
12:15
12:15

ARR FLT TIME A/C
14:45 02:30
CR2
14:45 02:30
CR7

DEP ARR
13:10 15:10
16:00 18:10

FLT TIME A/C
02:00
CR2
02:10
CR2

NO
1752
1752
1754
1756

DEP
06:55
10:40
13:50
19:45

ARR
09:00
12:45
15:55
21:50

FLT TIME
02:05
02:05
02:05
02:05

MAPUTO - CAPE TOWN

FLIGHT SCHEDULE

Congo ﬂights

KINSHASA - LUBUMBASHI
FLT
XZ
XZ
XZ

NO
102
104
108

DEP
07:45
13:10
14:30

ARR
11:15
16:40
18:00

FLT TIME
02:30
02:30
02:30

LUBUMBASHI - KINSHASA
A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT
XZ
XZ
XZ

FLT TIME A/C
01:40
CR2
01:40
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

FLT NO
XZ 203
XZ 207

KINSHASA - MBUJI-MAYI
FLT NO
XZ 202
XZ 206

DEP ARR
08:30 11:10
14:30 17:10

A/C
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH3
DH3

WINDHOEK - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - MAPUTO
FLT NO
SA 1785

S

WALVIS BAY - CAPE TOWN

ARR FLT TIME A/C
12:25 02:10
CR2
15:25 02:10
CR2

CAPE TOWN - WINDHOEK
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA

F

LUBUMBASHI - JOHANNESBURG

CAPE TOWN - WALVIS BAY
FLT NO
SA 1721
SA 1723

W T

GABORONE - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - LUBUMBASHI
FLT NO
SA 1797
SA 1797

M T

WINDHOEK - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - GABORONE
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
14:15 16:25 02:10
CR7
14:30 16:40 02:10
CR7

NO
103
105
109

DEP
12:25
17:20
18:40

ARR
13:45
18:40
20:00

FLT TIME
02:20
02:20
02:20

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

DEP ARR FLT TIME A/C
11:50 12:30 01:40
CR2
17:50 18:30 01:40
CR2

M T

W T

F

S

S

MBUJI-MAYI - KINSHASA

CONGO EXPRESS
EQUIPMENT OPERATED BY SA EXPRESS
SA EXPRESS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE, SUSPEND OR AMEND THIS PUBLISHED SCHEDULE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION
EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO OPERATE AS PER THE PLANNED SCHEDULE
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KINSHASA

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF CONGO

BURUNDI
UNITED REPUBLIC
OF TANZANIA

LUBUMBASHI

ANGOLA
MALAWI
ZAMBIA

MOZAMBIQUE
ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA
SWAKOPMUND

WINDHOEK

BOTSWANA

WALVIS
BAY

HOEDSPRUIT
KRUGER MPUMALANGA

GABORONE

(NELSPRUIT)

SA Express:

RUSTENBURG

SWAZILAND

JOHANNESBURG

MAPUTO

ST LUCIA

KIMBERLEY
BLOEMFONTEIN

SOUTH AFRICA

OUDTSHOORN

CAPE TOWN

GEORGE

RICHARDS BAY

LESOTHO
DURBAN

EAST LONDON
PORT ELIZABETH

Johannesburg
Bloemfontein
Cape Town
Durban
East London
Gaborone
George
Hoedspruit
Kimberley
Lubumbashi
Maputo
Nelspruit
Port Elizabeth
Richards Bay
Walvis Bay
Windhoek

Congo Express:
Lubumbashi
Kinshasa
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OWEN NKUMANE
THE FORMER SPRINGBOK HOOKER, WHO IS NOW A RUGBY
COMMENTATOR, LOOKS FORWARD TO SOUTH AFRICA’S GRAND
SLAM TOUR AND NEXT YEAR’S WORLD CUP
I N T E RV I EW: PIERRE DE V ILLIERS
DESPITE THE DOOM and gloom surrounding Springbok
rugby I am still very optimistic about the team’s future.
Why? Because traditionally South Africa perform better
when their backs are against the wall. When you don’t
expect much and ridicule them, that’s when Springbok
players stand up and prove their critics wrong. Telling them
they are good is actually the worst thing you can do.
Of course, for South Africa to do well during the upcoming
Grand Slam tour and next year’s World Cup, they have to
get their planning right. For me, that means coach Peter de
Villiers has to stay on. I’ve known Peter for many years and
what you see is what you get. He’s always been like that. Why
people are expecting more from him now, I’m not sure. Yes, he
is not playing his part when it comes to PR – there are some
things he shouldn’t be saying. But he is a 50-plus year-old
man and you’re not going to change him now, are you?
What is important is that Peter, deep down, is a real
rugby man. People tend to forget that he was one of the ﬁrst
coaches to go oversees to get qualiﬁed post uniﬁcation. I
ﬁnd it interesting that every time the Boks are successful
we point at the team and when they are not it is always the
fault of coaching staff all the way down to the ﬁtness guy.
That isn’t fair. I actually ran into Peter recently and told
him he shouldn’t step down and that he should ﬁght all the
way till the end. Only then will you realise what we had or
what we didn’t have. If you put someone else in the setup
now it will unsettle a lot of players. Peter and his coaches
have been working on a four-year plan so the core group
of this squad has got to go and deliver at the World Cup.
We also have to make sure that rising stars like
Elton Jantjes and Patrick Lambie are introduced
properly into the squad. They should be given time to
develop and not be dumped if they fail. Introducing
them should be seen as a three-year investment.

138

Before we can think of retaining the Webb Ellis trophy there
is a very, very important Grand Slam tour to negotiate. The
trip gives the Boks a golden opportunity to test themselves
against Wales, a team in their pool at the World Cup. But
while the tour is important I would still rest as many of the
senior players as possible to make sure they are fresh and
ready to really restore South Africa’s good name in 2011.

South Africa’s Grand Slam tour kicks off on 6 November
and will be shown live on MNet Supersport
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THEASTEST
F

0
0
0
9
r48
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EVER

0
0
0
9
7
r3

BLOEMFONTEIN 051 448 6000 BRUMA 011 622 0260 BRYANSTON 011 463 2400 CAPE TOWN 021 430 8000 CENTURION 012 653 7309
DURBAN 031 365 6600 EAST LONDON 043 701 6400 PORT ELIZABETH 041 484 3331 PIETERMARITZBURG 033 342 9922
SOMERSET WEST 021 853 8618 GABORONE +267 390 7351
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